ABSTRACT

The structure of fisheries management institutions is changing all over the world, due in part to issues of sustainability related to exhaustion of resources, fiscal responsibilities, and the exercising of Aboriginal rights to access subsistence and commercial fisheries. As a result of direct action and successful legal challenges, coupled by the ongoing negotiation of modern treaties, changes in the way authority is exercised over fisheries management is occurring and co-management arrangements are being formed between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal parties. While the study of co-management arrangements is relatively recent, much has been written about their potential to manage fisheries in a sustainable manner. Located on south-eastern Vancouver Island, British Columbia, the Cowichan Valley is the historical homeland of the Cowichan Mustimuhw (people). The Cowichan Mustimuhw once controlled an elaborate salmon fishery on the Cowichan River by way of their historical fish weir. Years of conflict between Cowichan Tribes and the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) over control of the historical weir led to a significant reduction in Cowichan Mustimuhw control over their historical fishery. In 2008, the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee (representing the interests of Cowichan members) re-vitalized the historical weir for use as a sustainable salmon management institution. The revitalized weir, and, in recent years, the multi-stakeholder Cowichan Harvest Roundtable have emerged as collaborative salmon management institutions designed to sustainably manage Cowichan River salmon harvests.

While there is a body of literature devoted to the history of fisheries-related interactions between the Cowichan Tribes and DFO, there is little literature describing the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable and its role as a locally-based, collaborative salmon management institution. Through analyzing the historical Cowichan fish weir and the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable, this research will assess the efficacy of both as sustainable salmon management institutions, and explore the extent to which assertion and re-assertion of authority by the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable and Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee has occurred over the management of the fishery.

The methodology for this research includes a combination of semi-structured interviews with both past and present members of the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable and Cowichan Tribes
Fish Committee, and participant observation. This research provides a case study of the historical fishing weir and how it has contributed to Western management regimes, and assesses the efficacy of the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable in managing the Cowichan River salmon fishery in a sustainable manner. It is intended that this study will provide valuable information regarding Aboriginal-non-Aboriginal and community-based collaborative fisheries management institutions that can be applied to other case studies both nationally and internationally.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

On southeastern Vancouver Island, the Cowichan River flows 47 km east from its headwaters in Cowichan Lake through the fertile floodplain of the Cowichan Valley to the large ocean estuary at Cowichan Bay (Montgomery and Oke 2009; Harris 2001) (see Figure 1.1). The Cowichan River salmon fishery supported the Cowichan people (Mustimuhw) and neighbouring Salish people for thousands of years, serving as a staple food source in addition to serving other economic, social and ceremonial purposes (Harris 2001; Dyck 2000; Barnett 1955). The Cowichan Mustimuhw once controlled an elaborate historical weir fishery on the Cowichan River, which served as a method of both harvesting and conservation of salmon (see Harris 2001; Dyck 2000; Barnett 1955; Suttles 1987; Rozen 1985, etc.). They constructed, maintained, and operated weirs on the Cowichan River for thousands of years, and participated in extensive trade and barter networks throughout the Salish world, as the incredible productivity of weirs enabled such extensive networks (Suttles 1987, Glavin 1996). In addition to weirs, the Cowichan Mustimuhw utilized other forms of fishing technologies including dipnets, spears and harpoons; however, the weir was likely to have produced the greatest volume of fish out of all the fishing technologies (Newell 1993; Glavin 1996).

Known now as one of the finest angling rivers in the world, the Cowichan River began attracting sports fishermen as early as the late 1880's, and today it continues to be recognized as one of the finest trout rivers in British Columbia (Montgomery and Oke 2009). In 2004 the Cowichan River became the third river in British Columbia to receive Canadian heritage river status in recognition of its cultural, recreational, and natural importance (Montgomery and Oke 2009). Receiving a provincial heritage river designation in 1995, the Cowichan River provides the focal point for ecotourism, as it offers all season tourist activities, including summer swimming, tubing, boating, and year-round fishing, kayaking, drifting, and trail hiking.
Beginning in the late 1800's and continuing to present day, the various uses of the Cowichan River and its resources have placed tremendous pressures on salmon and their supporting habitat that have resulted in a steady decline in stocks, thus triggering concerns from the Cowichan Mustimuhw (as represented by Cowichan Tribes), the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD), the provincial Ministry of Environment (MOE), the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), the commercial sector, the Vancouver Island Sportfish Advisory Committee, and the community at large.
Figure 1.1: Map of the Cowichan Basin
In response to these concerns the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable (CHR) was formed in 2006. As a decentralized local, multi-sectoral institution for salmon management, the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable is a co-management board comprised of representatives from all the major fisheries-dependent user groups on the Cowichan River, including Cowichan Tribes, DFO, MOE, the commercial sector, and the Vancouver Island Sportfish Advisory Committee. The Cowichan Harvest Roundtable now serves as a multi-sectoral institution charged with managing salmon harvests in the Cowichan River from the headwaters at Lake Cowichan, to the terminal area at the ocean estuary in Cowichan Bay. Notwithstanding the formation of the CHR, concerns over the long-term health and viability of the Cowichan River fishery persisted, particularly among Cowichan Tribes members. After two years of involvement on the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable, Cowichan Tribes chose to reestablish their historical fishing weir on the Cowichan River. Despite being made illegal in the 1930's by DFO, Cowichan Tribes saw the use of the weir system as an effective institution for monitoring and potentially revitalizing salmon stocks.

The establishment of the CHR and the revitalized Cowichan weir can be seen as two fundamentally different approaches to fisheries management. In terms of the CHR, this institution has its origins firmly grounded in western notions of public participation and western science, with its legitimacy derived from the state. In the case of the Cowichan weir, it is an institution based on Cowichan institutions of governance and tenure, is informed by Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), and receives its legitimacy from the Cowichan Mustimuhw (as represented by Cowichan Tribes).

1.2 Thesis Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are to:

1. Determine the extent to which the CHR exercises decision-making authority over salmon management on the river.

2. Determine how the Cowichan weir has both historically and since its reestablishment

---

1 The present-day Department of Fisheries and Oceans has undergone a number of departmental name changes since its inception; however, for clarity and brevity, I will refer to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans as 'DFO' in both its present-day and historical context.
contributed to sustainable salmon management and harvesting practices.

3. Assess the opportunities for cross-scale management institutions (vertical\horizontal), utilizing both the weir and the CHR to manage complex management challenges.

The overall goal of this research is to demonstrate the necessity of securing cross-scale linkages between fisheries management institutions in order to manage human use of fisheries resources more sustainably. In meeting these objectives it is my hope that this thesis can contribute to discussions over how best to improve the management of the Cowichan River fishery, as well as inform other collaborative management efforts being discussed in the province of British Columbia and elsewhere in Canada.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is structured into 7 chapters. This chapter introduces the thesis, provides a brief synopsis of the importance of the Cowichan River, and sets out my research objectives and goals. Chapter 2 provides a brief history of the Cowichan Mustimuhw and their traditional territory, and discusses the loss of control over resources as a consequence of European settlement. This historical section provides a context that is relevant to the subsequent analysis of historical and current fisheries transactions between Cowichan Tribes and the state regarding the use of the historical weir.

Chapter 3 provides a review of literature that informed the writing of this thesis through the use of international and Canadian case studies. This includes global and regionally-specific threats to fisheries, varying critiques of co-management, and literature devoted to the role of TEK in fisheries management. Theories of co-management and TEK discussed in this chapter inform the analysis of data for the two case studies discussed in chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 4 discusses the research methodology and includes the rationale for conducting this research. The research methodology outlines the personal factors that inspired this study, methods design and analysis, study limitations, and ethical considerations.

Chapter 5 discusses the history, mandate, and objectives of the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable (CHR), presents the interviewees' ideas of co-management, assesses the level of
decision-making authority over salmon management in the terminal area of the Cowichan River, and discusses the greatest challenges to salmon and management of salmon in the Cowichan River as perceived by CHR members and other key informants. The successes and limitations of the CHR as an institution for sustainable salmon management will be discussed using interview data.

Chapter 6 examines the historical Cowichan fishing weir, providing a description of the historical and current functions as both a harvesting tool and management institution. A brief history of the aboriginal-state interactions surrounding the loss and subsequent re-institution of the weir on the Cowichan River will be presented, while narratives from members of the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee will be used to illustrate the ways in which the weir is currently being incorporated into current management regimes.

Chapter 7 examines the similarities and differences of the CHR and historical fishing weir as two present-day institutions for salmon management on the Cowichan River, and summarizes the overall conclusions related to the efficacy of the two institutions in managing human access to salmon. This chapter revisits the main findings of this research and concludes that multi-scaled institutions for managing fisheries that can link vertically representative organizations and their respective knowledge systems (i.e. Western science and local knowledge) and horizontally among all those dependent on the Cowichan fishery would improve not only the fishery but the relationships that are anchored around the fishery. The summaries presented in this chapter ultimately place the research within the existing literature on fisheries co-management and TEK.
CHAPTER 2

The Cowichan Mustimuhw

2.1 Introduction

The Cowichan Mustimuhw belong to the Central Coast Salish cultural community, and speak a dialect of the Halkomelem language known as Hul'qumi'num, which is closely related to dialects spoken in the Fraser River area (Rozen 1985; Harris 2001). According to Rozen (1985, 3) the approximate geographical boundaries of the Island Hul'qumi'num-speaking tribes are to the north, an area along the east coast of Vancouver Island just south of Qualicum; to the east, the Strait of Georgia; to the west, the Vancouver Island mountains; and to the south, the area around Mill Bay on east Vancouver Island (See Figure 2.1 for a map of the traditional Hul'qumi'num territory).

Historically, the Cowichan River served as the site of the winter villages for the Cowichan Mustimuhw, who occupied as many as fifteen winter villages along the lower course of the river (Dyck 2000; Harris 2001; Marshall 1999; CHRS 2010). In 1888 six villages or residence groups including Kwo’metsen (Quamichan), S7o’mene (Somenos), Kwiiemiyaken (Comiaken), Lhelimhe’mellets' (Clemclemaluts), Xwe’lkw’sa’le (Koksilah), and Xinepsem (Kanipsim) were merged and recognized by the Federal government as Cowichan Tribes (HTG 2010; Thom 2005).
Figure 2.1: Map of the Hul'qumi'num Traditional Territory
Along with other Coast Salish Tribes, the Cowichan Mustimuhw enjoyed a seasonally mobile lifestyle, all the while maintaining complex socio-economic systems based on kinship and affinal ties (Suttles 1987). These ties allowed for a wider distribution of resources beyond the immediate Cowichan territory, as they (and other Salish tribes) shared, bartered and traded food with relatives and neighbours from other territories through granting access to their own resources (Suttles 1987). Harris (2001, 123) explains that seasonal rounds took [the Cowichan] well beyond the Cowichan Valley to neighbouring islands in the Spring and to the mouth of the Fraser River for much of the summer. More specifically, some Cowichans fished in the summer on reef nets belonging to Saanich, and some of the Saanich, who had no important stream in their territory, went to the Cowichan River for the fall runs of fish caught at weirs (Suttles 1987, 21).

Salmon served as the most important form of sustenance for the Cowichan Mustimuhw and other Coast Salish tribes, as well as an important economic resource for trading within and between families and neighbouring tribes (Ashwell 1978; Dyck 2000; Harris 2001). In addition to Cutthroat, rainbow and Steelhead trout, Coho (the'wun), Chinook (stth'aqwi), and Chum (kw'a'luhw) salmon spawn in the river and its many tributaries. Salmon are more than simply a food source for the Salish, rather, they represent a key form of wealth and as such form the basis of elaborate socio-economic relationships with neighbouring tribes (see Barnett 1955; Suttles 1955, 1987; Marshall 1999; Harris 2001).

According to Harold Joe, the Cowichan River is the Cowichan Mustimuhw's provider of life and sustenance (Joe 2004). Practiced extensively throughout the Coast Salish world, the historical First Salmon Ceremony represents the importance and centrality of salmon to the Salish people. According to Underhill (1945) every Salish tribe held its own ceremony, and the arrival of the first Spring (Chinook) salmon run was one of the most important events of the year. Contrary to Underhill's broad description of the ceremony, Barnett (1955) states that the ceremony was closely correlated to Sockeye-bearing rivers, with the exception of the Nanaimo and Squamish rivers, which do not contain Sockeye. In general, it was believed that salmon, in their own world, were human-like beings who transformed into fish and arrived yearly at streams to offer their flesh to humans who, in turn, were obliged to treat the salmon with great care and respect and return its bones and innards to the river (Suttles 1990). The Salish believed the first salmon to be a scout for the entire salmon village; therefore, if the first salmon was not treated
with respect, the salmon people may become offended and not return to the stream (Underhill 1945; Ashwell 1978). As such, the first salmon caught was laid down with its head pointing upstream, so as to direct the run to follow (Ashwell 1978). Albert (Sonny) McHalsie (2007, 91) offers a detailed description of the ceremony from the perspective of the lower mainland Salish:

The major part of the ceremony was actually sharing; even if you just had one little morsel of the salmon, the important part was making sure that a lot of people shared in that salmon. Then the bones would be saved and returned to the river, and that would involve one of the chiefs, a spiritual person, an elder, and a youth; those four people needed to be involved when that was happening. A prayer was said to the salmon and to the river, and then the bones would be returned to the river.

Although the ceremony may have differed slightly according to individual Salish tribes, one aspect was commonly shared in that people were forbidden to fish until the ceremony had been performed (Underhill 1945). The First Salmon Ceremony demonstrates not only the importance of salmon for meeting subsistence needs, it united entire villages and ensured sharing of food amongst the communities, thus strengthening social ties as well as mystical ties that linked humans to seasonally available natural food resources.

2.2 European (Hwunitum') Settlement

It is speculated that southeastern Vancouver Island was visited by European explorers as early as the fifteen hundreds; however, it wasn't until the mid eighteen hundreds that the Cowichan Valley saw the beginnings of permanent settlement by the British (Montgomery and Oke 2009). According to local historian Elizabeth Blanche Norcross, the Cowichans' domination of the Cowichan Valley and its resources ended in 1862, when the first wave of 78 European (Hwunitum') settlers arrived in Cowichan Bay by way of the HMS Hecate (Norcross 1959; Marshall 1999). Covering the valley floor the rich, alluvial soils of the Cowichan River
floodplains and subsequent profitable farming attracted this first wave of Hwunitum' settlers (Montgomery and Oke 2009; Norcross 1959). Although agriculture provided the initial draw to the Cowichan Valley, forestry and logging quickly proved to be a more lucrative and profitable industry for settlers (Homer 2002). Between the years 1850 and 1854, governor James Douglas began acquiring indigenous lands in and around Fort Victoria, Nanaimo, and other locations throughout southern Vancouver Island through a series of 14 'land-sale agreements', now commonly known as the Douglas Treaties (HTG 2010). Through the Douglas Treaties, Aboriginal title to land was effectively extinguished, allowing Hwunitum' to take possession of these lands (HTG 2010; Harris 2001; Marshall 1999). However, the Hul'qumi'num peoples (including the Cowichan Mustimuhw) did not sign any treaties (see Harris 2008 for an in-depth discussion of the creation and history of Aboriginal reservation lands throughout B.C.). The Cowichan currently do not have a signed Treaty, although the Chemainus, Lake Cowichan, Halalt, Penelakut, Lyackson Nations, and the Cowichan Mustimuhw (as represented by Cowichan Tribes) formed the Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group in 1993 to facilitate treaty negotiations with the federal and provincial governments in the BC Treaty process (see www.hulquminum.ca for further information regarding the HTG and Treaty process).

The establishment of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo (E&N) Railway Company and subsequent construction of the railway in the late eighteen hundreds officially opened up the Cowichan Valley (and Cowichan Musitimuhw) territory for waves of Hwunitum' settlement, natural resource extraction, and industrial development (HTG 2010). Though the Cowichan Mustimuhw never surrendered or sold their lands, an estimated 85% of their traditional lands were privatized and sold to various proprietors as a result of the Douglas Treaties and the E&N land sale, thus restricting access to sacred lands, burial sites, and vital resources including salmon-bearing streams (HTG 2010). The Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group are currently engaged in a lawsuit against the Government of Canada for the unlawful sale of traditional lands dating back to the E&N land grant.

These post-European contact historical events have culminated in the creation of a very different landscape from that of the traditional Cowichan territory. As such, the Cowichan Mustimuhw have suffered the disenfranchisement of access to many of their traditional lands and resources.
CHAPTER 3

Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will present a review of the co-management and Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) literature that informed the writing of this thesis. Concepts include the structure and function of fisheries co-management arrangements, definitions of TEK, International, Canadian, and local fisheries co-management case studies, and criticisms of co-management and TEK.

On a global scale, anthropogenic activities including the damming and diking of rivers, overfishing, freshwater and coastal pollution, industrial activities, urbanization, hatchery proliferation, inadequate fisheries management, species invasions, and global climate change are major contributing factors in the declines and extinction of salmon populations (Healey 2009; Bottom et al. 2009; Hanna 2008; Lichatowich 1999; Pinkerton 1994). In the Pacific Northwest coastal region of the U.S., “alterations to habitat and fisheries sufficient to drive many populations [of salmon] to extinction did not develop until the 20th century, when European colonists brought industrial forestry, dams, wetland destruction, toxic discharges, urbanization, and increasingly effective fishing methods to the region” (Healey 2009, 5).

Beginning in 1858 and lasting well into the 20th century, the Fraser River gold rush had major, long-lasting impacts on salmon habitat (Long 2006). Some of the environmental impacts resulting from mining included enormous loss of water volume for mining activities, scarring of the river bottom due to dredging, and elevated water toxicity levels due to the extensive use of mercury (Long 2006, 9). According to Long, Fraser River salmon populations “have been irrevocably damaged by mining practises, particularly dredges, which greatly disturbed fish pathways and potentially left behind thousands of pounds of mercury” (Long 2006, 9).

Established in the 1870's in rivers and estuaries along B.C.'s coastal region, salmon canneries secured a monopoly in the salmon fishery (Newell 1993; Glavin 1996). Glavin writes
that “a defining historical feature of the public regulation of West Coast fisheries has been the elimination of the coastal canning monopoly's real and perceived competitors: from small-scale fisheries and small-boat fleets to aboriginal fisheries, seals and sea lions” (Glavin 1996, 36). As such, the proliferation of larger fishing fleets and non-selective fishing gear has resulted in a dramatic depletion of salmon in west coast fisheries (Glavin 1996).

The aforementioned anthropogenic changes have altered natural disturbance regimes which are crucial to forming healthy salmon habitats (Waples et al. 2009). Natural disturbance regimes shaping salmon habitats include erosion and formation of floodplain surfaces and banks, shifting locations of woody debris accumulations forming pools, volume of flow, and annual floods (Waples et al. 2009; Bradford et al. 2008). Salmon populations are adapted to these naturally occurring disturbances as their habitats are shaped by them (Waples et al. 2009). Over time, anthropogenic changes and land use activities have consequently altered those natural disturbance regimes to which salmon are inherently adapted to.

Industrial activities including forestry, mining, and agriculture result in serious consequences for healthy salmon populations in freshwater environments (Bottom et al. 2009; Healey 2009; Parrish et al. 1998). According to Waples et al. (2009), land use activities including urban development, construction of logging roads, conversion of riparian forests into agricultural lands, and timber harvests increase the frequency and magnitude of landslides and floods. Depletion of in-stream water flow is a serious consequence of domestic, industrial and agricultural activities, as water is diverted away from streams and rivers, ultimately reducing salmon habitats (Hanna 2008; Parrish et al. 1998). Timber harvesting activities reduce the available supplies of riparian timber in close proximity to salmon-bearing rivers and streams (Bottom et al. 2009). As mentioned previously, timber resources supply watersheds with woody debris, which are crucial to forming in stream habitats for juvenile salmon populations (Bradford et al. 2008).

Climate change is proving to have disastrous effects on global salmon populations, as it overwhelms the resiliency of salmon ecosystems (Bottom et al. 2009). Global climate change is resulting in warmer ocean temperatures and reduced snow packs; climate change alters aquatic conditions as it affects stream flow, inland precipitation, and temperature patterns (Bottom et al. 2009). The effects of global climate change are creating uncertainties as to the adaptive
capacities of wild salmon populations to changing aquatic conditions (Bottom et al. 2009), and these effects have already been observed in some British Columbia salmon populations.

3.2 Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Fisheries Management

Due to the uncertainty of fish stocks all over the world, the limits of Western science to mitigate anthropogenic change in fisheries management are now being recognized. According to McGoodwin, what is most needed now “is a shift away from autocratic and paternalistic modes of management to modes that rely on the collaborative efforts of fishers, scientists, and managers” (McGoodwin 2006, 191). Engaging with TEK (and Local Ecological Knowledge [LEK]) is now considered an alternative or supplemental means to Western resource management, as TEK, LEK, and Fisher's Knowledge is utilized to conserve and manage fisheries in a sustainable manner (Butler 2006; Shackeroff and Campbell 2007; Lauer and Aswani 2009). Incorporating TEK and/or LEK into co-management arrangements can supplement or replace Western scientific knowledge of natural resources, and is a potential means by which sustainability can be achieved (Moller et al. 2004; Butler 2006). Shackeroff and Campbell (207: 351) define TEK as a “culturally developed framework involving people, their beliefs about the world, and their cultural means of collecting, processing and transmitting information about the environment”. Berkes (2008, 7) offers a more complete definition of TEK as he considers the concept to be “a cumulative body of knowledge, practise, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one another and with their environment”. Berkes (2008, 16), further notes that TEK is comprised of several layers and can be conceptualized as a “knowledge-practice-belief” complex. In understanding how TEK functions as a system of resource management, Berkes (2008, 17-18) presents four interrelated levels of analysis (see Figure 3.1).

1. Local, empirical knowledge of animals, plants, soils, and landscape, including information regarding life histories, taxonomies, behaviour, and distribution in their respective ecosystems;
2. Local resource management system using local environmental knowledge, and
appropriate sets of management techniques, tools, and practices;

3. Traditional management systems require social institutions, social relationships, norms, and sets of rules-in-use adhered to by all interdependent resource users;

4. World view shapes environmental perception, and is comprised of belief systems, including ethics and religion.

**Figure 3.1: Levels of Analysis in Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Management Systems (Berkes 2008)**

Having said this, Berkes insists that there is no universally accepted definition of TEK, as “the term is, by necessity, ambiguous” (Berkes 2008, 7).

According to Schreiber and Newell (2006) TEK can serve as a method for strengthening relations between stakeholders and can be used to enhance existing resource management practices. Some authors (Nadasdy 2003; Natcher et al. 2005; Stevenson 2006), however, are quick to warn of the negative aspects of integrating TEK into Western science and subsequent co-management institutions. Nadasdy (2003, 143) offers a critique of TEK integration in stating that “the goal of knowledge-integration forces TEK researchers to compartmentalize and distill Aboriginal people's beliefs, values, and experiences according to external criteria of relevance, seriously distorting them in the process”. Nadasdy adds that the integration of TEK works to further concentrate power in centralized management institutions, rather than in the Aboriginal communities, and warns that TEK “cannot be incorporated into processes of resource
management and environmental assessment until Aboriginal [peoples] have achieved full decision-making authority in these realms” (Nadasdy 2003, 143).

3.21 Fisheries Management Among the Alaskan Tlingit and the British Columbian Gitxaala

The fishing and management practices of the Tlingit on the west coast of the Prince of Wales Archipelago in Alaska offers an example of how TEK and the technologies derived from the knowledge system were used historically to manage salmon populations. As Langdon (2006, 22) explains, the “Tlingit techniques were selectively harvesting salmon stocks in a manner that ensured the survival of a sufficient number of spawners to ensure a continuing supply in the future”. According to Langdon (2006), the Tlingit employed several inter-tidal fishing technologies based upon their detailed understanding of salmon behaviour. As such, inter-tidal fishing traps and weirs, constructed from stone and wood respectively, were used by the Tlingit. The selective harvesting nature of Tlingit traps and weirs operated on three principles that ensured that traps and weirs captured only a portion of the salmon entering these structures, so as to ensure adequate escapement for spawning purposes (Langdon 2006, 43). These principles include (Langdon, 2006, 43-44):

1. Weirs and traps were located in the inter-tidal zone at approximately half tide;
2. Technologies were designed to harvest salmon only on the ebb tide, meaning that at high tide and during incoming tide salmon were free to move through the estuary and into the stream without being obstructed;
3. Traps and weirs were not to block the stream channel above tidal range

By adhering to these operating principles, the Tlingit were able to sustain the salmon fishery for thousands of years. Langdon concludes that:

> despite the fact that they had the technical capabilities to radically disrupt and even destroy salmon runs, the operating principles of the Tlingit used in constructing their harvesting technologies were eminently successful in selectively harvesting in a manner that ensured the continuous replenishment of the runs on which they had depended. (Langdon 2006, 45)
Examples of traditional fisheries management practices in British Columbia are plentiful (e.g. Jenness 1977; Duff 1952; Barnett 1955; Copes 1995; etc.). Three methods of fishing were utilized by the Gitxaala Nation on the K’moda River: gaff fishing, stone trap fishing and drag seining (Menzies and Butler 2007). Unlike commercial fishing techniques that rely on the indiscriminative harvesting techniques of trollers, purse seines and gillnets, the Gitxaala fishing techniques were regulated by harvesting principles and community-based use patterns that de-emphasized over accumulation of fish. Menzies and Butler (2007) argue that one step toward achieving truly sustainable fisheries is through the re-introduction of ecologically appropriate, First Nations traditional fishing gear. In addition, Menzies and Butler (2007) emphasize the importance of incorporating TEK into current natural resource management regimes, as TEK can serve as a tool in working toward both immediate resource conservation and long-term sustainability within fisheries management.

3.22 A Role for TEK in British Columbia Fisheries

On May 21, 1998 the Honourable David Anderson, then Minister of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), issued a press release stating that scientific evidence had proven that wild Pacific Coho stocks were declining rapidly and were at an extreme risk of extinction (Brown 2006). Anderson then went on to emphasize the importance of practising selective fishing methods as a method of reducing pressure on severely depleted salmon stocks, including Pacific Coho (Brown 2006). Following this public announcement Aboriginal fishers in British Columbia were granted approval to conduct “experimental fisheries that utilized the pre-contact live-capture technologies that allowed for the selection of noncritical species for harvest while allowing for the live release of Coho bycatch” (Brown 2006, 50). According to Brown (2006, 48), while DFO allocated $500,000 to Aboriginal fishers in British Columbia for the purpose of purchasing selective fishing gear, approximately $496,020 was used to fund the Aboriginal selective fishing program through the use of traditional fish wheels, beach seines, traps, and dip net stations. Traditional selective fisheries experiments were conducted by First Nations of the Fraser, Skeena, Babine, and Bulkley watersheds. Upon preliminary review, DFO found these
selective fishing projects to have achieved a high level of success in the live capture and release of Coho salmon, thus indicating that traditional selective fisheries are more than capable of harvesting target species without harm to non-target species (Brown 2006, 62; DFO 2005).

Another example of utilizing TEK in contemporary fisheries management is that of the historical fish wheel. As part of DFO's Aboriginal selective fishing program, the Skyway Band of Sto:lo Nation constructed and operated a fish wheel on the Fraser River under a communal license for food, social and ceremonial purposes (Brown 2006). In addition to an approved proposal submitted by the Sumas Band of Sto:lo Nation, approval for the Skyway Band fish wheel project was granted again for the 1999 season (Brown 2006).

Prior to European contact the Nisga'a employed the use of fish wheels mounted on floating platforms as a selective, live-capture method of fishing in the river (Corsiglia 2006). Salmon ascending the river would be scooped up by the fish wheel and guided into submerged holding baskets, where the flowing river kept the fish alive until they were either harvested or released (Corsiglia 2006, 224). According to Corsiglia, the Nisga'a Fisheries Department now utilizes the traditional fish wheel in conjunction with statistical analysis for the purpose of tagging spawning salmon to generate highly accurate fish counts (Corsiglia 2006, 224).

3.3 Fisheries Co-Management

Notwithstanding the value of traditional or local ecological knowledge the world’s fisheries continue to be threatened from global demand, environmental pressures, unsustainable fishing practices, and climate change. In fact, the majority of all commercially viable species of fish have become severely depleted, despite the fact that many of these species have been monitored by international agreements or committees (Glavin 1996). These conditions have in some cases prompted state fisheries agencies to engage local communities and begin sharing management responsibility. This willingness, motivated in part by the state of the world’s fisheries and local demands for greater involvement in decision-making, has resulted in a range of decentralized, cross-scale co-management institutions that are seen as having the potential to respond to environmental change faster than do centralized agencies (Berkes 2000). These co-
management institutions have become particularly pervasive in fisheries over the past 20 years. The concept of co-management in the literature is synonymous and often equated with concepts of shared management, participatory management, joint management, multi-stakeholder management, and adaptive collaborative co-management, among others (Carlsson and Berkes 2003; Berkes 2002; 2009). Carlsson and Berkes (2003, 2) define co-management as “a situation in which two or more social actors negotiate, define and guarantee amongst themselves a fair sharing of the management functions, entitlements and responsibilities for a given territory, area or set of natural resources”. Similarly, the World Bank describes co-management as the sharing of “responsibilities, rights and duties between primary stakeholders, in particular local communities and the nation state” (Carlsson and Berkes 2003, 3). With respect to co-management arrangements involving Aboriginal peoples, Pinkerton (1999, 3) writes that “participants in locally based institutions that have a significant decision-making role have the potential to devise regulations that are more flexible, adaptable, and appropriate to specific situations than are those more generic ones crafted by centralized agencies”.

Co-management, as described by Notzke (1994, 51) serves to “provide a means for different cultures with conflicting values to share in a resource”. Furthermore, Notzke (1994) writes that the management of fisheries resources by one culture (colonial Canadian society) can result in the nearly complete loss of the fisheries resources to provide for the values and meet the needs of another culture (Aboriginal peoples). The term co-management, according to Campbell (2003), has been used to describe the process of combining TEK and Western scientific knowledge for the purpose of improving resource management. Furthermore, co-management describes the shared decision-making power between Aboriginal peoples, environmental groups, local non-Aboriginal resource users and government bodies (Campbell 2003).

Co-management regimes work to integrate state and local systems, facilitate the merging of different types of knowledge, and allocate control of resources (Natcher 2001; Notzke 1993). Natcher (2001, 149) writes that by sharing relevant information, “co-management institutions are able to incorporate local knowledge into the management process, are more responsive to ecosystemic change and the needs of resource users, and are helping to ensure compliance with agreed-upon rules and regulations”. With regards to its role in community economic development co-management is a power sharing arrangement that works to overcome the
cultural differences between Aboriginal and state institutions (Natcher 2001; McCay 1996). Levels of involvement by Aboriginal peoples within co-management arrangements are determined by the amount of re-asserted authority over resources; furthermore, co-management arrangements should be dynamic, as institutions must negotiate for space within such arrangements (Berkes 2003; Natcher and Davis 2007).

Although a plethora of definitions of co-management exist, common among most is the understanding that co-management is a holistic process involving two or more resource stakeholders (including but not limited to Aboriginal peoples, local communities, government agencies, private sectors, etc.) engaged in the decision-making process (e.g. Pomeroy and Berkes 1997; Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004; Berkes 2003; Carlsson and Berkes 2003; Berkes and Davidson-Hunt 2010, etc.). There is no one formulaic model or structure for co-management arrangements; rather, co-management arrangements should be constructed according to each specific situation (Pomeroy and Berkes 1997). Regarding the structure of co-management arrangements several authors (e.g. Berkes 2003; Pinkerton 1994; 2003; Pomeroy and Berkes 1997) describe two different cross-scale linkages: vertical and horizontal cross-scale interactions. According to Berkes (2003) vertical cross-scale interactions link institutions across levels of organization, as with the government and local Aboriginal resource stakeholder. Horizontal cross-scale interactions of institutions occur across geographical space, and include multi-stakeholders, such as several Aboriginal tribes within different territories (Berkes 2000; 2003). Recognizing fisheries co-management arrangements as being 'vertical' and/or 'horizontal' is crucial as fisheries often transcend territorial and international boundaries, thus creating a need for such cross-scale linkages of institutions.

The legitimacy of multi-stakeholder institutions engaged in co-management arrangements is crucial to the success in locally-based resource management. State legitimacy is necessary for locally-based co-management institutions to achieve success in the sustainable management of a resource, as stakeholders are more likely to comply to the management rules and goals created by such institutions (Berkes 2002).

Pinkerton (2003) offers perhaps the most in-depth description of the concept and structure
of co-management as an institution. She argues that the definition of fisheries co-management should be more complex and specific if the concept is to remain useful. Pinkerton (2003) introduces the concept of 'complete co-management' to serve as a template by which to compare and measure less complete variations of fisheries co-management. Regarding the concept of complete co-management, Pinkerton (2003, 64-65) has created a list of seven key principles:

1. Rather than acting as a delegator, government ideally acts as an engaged partner within co-management arrangements.
2. Like management in general, co-management involves far more than the control of fishing effort.
3. Sustainable fisheries co-management arrangements involve some level of control by community partners over the terms and conditions of fish sales.
4. The successful utilization of rights on one level of power depends on the utilization of rights at higher and lower levels, and includes the right to participate in the collection and analysis of data and in setting policy agendas at the highest level of power.
5. As they mature, co-management arrangements will ideally involve multiple horizontal negotiations leading to cooperative activities with other stakeholders, thus leading to a potentially greater democratization of civil society.
6. The power to exclude from defined territories is optimal for creating complete co-management.
7. Collective rights of a group form the foundation of complete co-management arrangements, more so than individual rights.

Carlsson and Berkes (2003, 14-16) introduce a different model that serves to view co-management as a process rather than a fixed state, and in doing so, suggest six steps to follow when conducting co-management research:

1. Define the social-ecological system to be studied.
2. Map the management tasks to be performed and the subsequent problems to be solved.
3. Identify the participants who are involved in the co-management arrangement and related problem-solving processes.
4. Analyze any cross-scale linkages between institutions.
5. Identifying contributions to participant capacity building.

Natcher et al. (2005, 242) writes that “while each of the above models have contributed to a better understanding of the operational factors that may influence the success or failure of co-management arrangements, they have proven limited thus far to account for the cultural variations present within these cross-cultural institutions, and how this cultural variance might influence management outcomes”. Accounting for cultural variations within co-management arrangements is crucial especially when dealing with Aboriginal-non-Aboriginal institutions as differing world views are present within such arrangements. Folk taxonomies, oral histories, ethnographic materials and TEK serve as important resources when co-management arrangements are formed between differing cultures, specifically Aboriginal-non-Aboriginal institutions.

When analyzing co-management arrangements, it is useful to view these institutions as being dynamic, as all kinds of factors can affect the state of co-management arrangements at any given time. That being said, several authors suggest that co-management is best viewed along a continuum where different levels of decision-making authority and power-sharing are exercised with the state (Pinkerton 1994; Carlsson and Berkes 2003). According to Carlsson and Berkes, the co-management continuum can range from the exchange of information to a formal, equitable partnership (Carlsson and Berkes 2003, 3). Pinkerton (1994) presents a numerical scale measuring levels of devolved decision-making authority and power-sharing with the state (See Figure 3.2: Co-management Continuum).

**Figure 3.2: Co-management Scale of Decision-Making authority and Power Sharing**
*(Pinkerton 1994)*
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Based on Pinkerton's (1994) scale of decision-making authority and power sharing, an institution engaged in true co-management would be situated somewhere near the higher end of the continuum, representing self-management, whereas an institution lacking power and authority would be situated near the mid to lower end of the continuum, thus acting as a multi-stakeholder body. According to Berkes (2002, 304), multi-stakeholder bodies “link user groups and interests, local and regional, with the government and provide a forum for conflict resolution and negotiation among users”. Multi-stakeholder institutions represent the lower end of the co-management continuum described by Pinkerton (1994), in that they engage with the state in more of an advisory capacity, thus having limited decision-making authority in resource management. As such, multi-stakeholder bodies work to advise the state on resource management issues and often have very little power over management decisions. Berkes offers a criticism of multi-stakeholder bodies, explaining that “they are too easy to set up; they can turn into 'talkshops'; and they can be used by governments as a forum to sound out ideas without conceding any real shared management power to the parties” (Berkes 2002, 304).

3.4 International Co-Management Case Studies

Representing one of the earliest documented legal co-management arrangements (Berkes 2009), Norway's Lofoten Cod fishery (as described by Jentoft and Kristoffersen 1989) is an oft-cited case study of fisheries co-management that has survived through the ages and achieved success in the sustainable management of cod. Dating back to 1897 the Lofoten Law formally established the rules of fisheries co-management, and resulted from conflict among local fishermen over types of gear, as well as over crowding within the Lofoten fishing grounds (Jentoft and Kristoffersen 1989). The original purpose of the Lofoten Law was to “bring the fishermen into the position of deciding the rules for the fishery”, as they were “granted the authority to make rules about the conduct of the fishery, as well as the authority to decide which gears were to be allowed to operate in the Lofoten fishery” (Jentoft and Kristoffersen 1989). Jentoft and Kristoffersen (1989) cite legitimacy of the Lofoten fishery regulatory system as being the main reason as to why the system has been successful in managing sustainably for over a
century. Conversely, Holm et al. (2000) dispute Jentoft and Kristofferson's (1989) presentation of the Lofoten Law as a foundation for sustainable fisheries management, as they argue that the Lofoten Law was not originally created with “conservation and resource management objectives in mind; rather, it was created as an attempt to manage a small fishing space and fishing gear conflicts” (Holm et al. 2000, 153). Despite this, Holm et al. (2000) insist that the Lofoten Law and subsequent fishing regulations can still be viewed from a resource management perspective, regardless of whether or not conservation of cod stocks was the primary goal.

In North America the most significant co-management arrangement between Aboriginal peoples and the government occurred in Washington State with the landmark 'Boldt Decision' in 1974 (Notzke 1994; Pinkerton 2003). In this decision, Judge George Boldt ruled on behalf of 22 Washington State Tribes, thereby affirming their inherent rights to use and manage their fisheries (Notzke 1994). In 1984, after ten years of court cases, the first “joint management projects” were created, and in 1986, tribes successfully negotiated with the Department of Fisheries regarding that season's fishing operations (Notzke 1994). From the Boldt Decision Aboriginal peoples gained increased shares in the annual fisheries harvest as well as new management responsibilities in working with the government, non-Aboriginal user groups, and other tribes (Notzke 1994).

3.5 Canadian Co-Management Case Studies

The first process of devolution in Canada that gained the attention of the public was that of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (JBNQA) in 1975 (Berkes et al. 2001; Natcher and Davis 2007; Natcher et al. 2005). The JBNQA was created for the purpose of resolving on-going resource management conflicts between the Inuit and Cree of James Bay and the Provincial and Federal governments. Berkes et al. (2001) notes that following the creation of the JBNQA several co-management agreements concerning Arctic resource management were signed, including the Inuvialuit Final Agreement of 1984, the Gwich’in Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement of 1992, the Sahtu Dene and Métis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement of 1993, the Yukon First Nations Umbrella Final Agreement of 1993, and the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement of 1993.
On May 25th 1984, a prominent Elder of the Musqueam Indian Band named Ronald Edward Sparrow was charged under the Fisheries Act with fishing with a drift net that was larger than allowed under the Musqueam Band's food fish license (Newell 1993, 174). Sparrow was tried and convicted under the premise that Aboriginal right (as stated in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982) could not be claimed unless the Band in question is supported by a specific treaty. Given that the Musqueam Band was without treaty, section 35(1) did not apply to this specific case (Newell 1993). After several failed attempts at appealing this decision the BC Court of Appeals overturned the decision in 1986, “unanimously ruling that section 35(1) meant that an Aboriginal right to fish for food continued to exist in non-treaty areas of British Columbia” (Newell 1993, 175).

As a result of the landmark R. v. Sparrow decision, the “Supreme Court confirmed the priority of Aboriginal harvesting, noting that government policy with respect to the BC fishery already provided that, in allocation of the right to take fish, Indian food fishing is to be given priority over the interests of other groups of users” (Newell 1993, 175). In response to concerns over the future of commercial fisheries, in June 1992 the federal government piloted a new fisheries contract for Aboriginal fisheries in B.C., known as the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS). The AFS included a pilot program to “assign Indian groups responsibility for managing fisheries and to commercialize the Indian food-license fishery in British Columbia” (Newell 1993, 177). The pilot program, known as the 'Lower Fraser Fishing Authority' (LLFA) collectively represented the Musqueam, Sto:lo and Tsawwassen Nations of the Lower Fraser River (Newell 1993; Parsons 1993; Avio 1994). Under the LLFA the Musqueam, Sto:lo, and Tsawwassen Nations were allocated 395,000 sockeye salmon as part of the overall plan to manage the Fraser River salmon harvest during the 1992 fishing season (Parsons 1993). The LLFA was a departure from previous Aboriginal fisheries agreements as it provided “specific allocations of salmon for the Indian food fishery and allowed sale of a portion of the catch” (Newell 1993, 178).

Regarding coastal British Columbia salmon fisheries Healey (2009) states that in order to ensure efficient salmon harvest and more effective stock conservation the fishing industry, Aboriginal leaders, and coastal communities must all be engaged in an active co-management.
program. Through the creation of community-based, co-management arrangements species conservation is placed under the responsibility of the communities that are most dependent upon the well-being of the fisheries (Healey 2009).

3.6 Criticisms of Co-Management and TEK

Over the past decade there have emerged some dissenting views of co-management and suggestions by some that co-management is simply another co-optive process introduced by the state (e.g. Nadasdy 2003; Natcher et al. 2005; Stevenson 2006). While it is generally accepted that local-level institutions are in a better position to respond to environmental change faster than centralized agencies (Berkes and Folke 1998), local-level institutions often lack the resources necessary to adequately respond to and manage changing resource conditions. As such, co-management arrangements are seen by some as a strategy used by the state to offload costly management functions to local-level institutions (Carlsson and Berkes 2003). In addition, Nadasdy (2003) argues that although co-management arrangements have in some cases allowed First Nations greater access to natural resources, the bureaucratic nature of such arrangements are inconsistent with some First Nations practices and beliefs. As a result, First Nations people who participate in these processes “must learn to speak and act in new and uncharacteristic ways, and First Nations must construct elaborate bureaucratic systems that correspond to the federal and territorial bureaucracies with which they must interact” (Nadasdy 2003, 26). Similarly, Natcher and Davis (2007, 272) write that “while the language of devolution and local control permeates local-state interaction, the new institutions for land and resource management (and the ideologies that support them) remain deeply embedded within First Nation administration”. As a result, “the concept of devolution, as applied in the Yukon, remains obscure, if not meaningless, to many First Nation people, and the management of natural resources continues to represent one of the most pervasive remnants of the colonial experience” (Natcher and Davis 2007, 272). With regards to fisheries co-management arrangements, Davis and Jentoft (2003) write that the implementation of fisheries management systems around the world serve to allocate and regulate participation in and access to fisheries through the use of quotas and licenses. Such systems of allocating quotas and licenses appear to mimic colonization through the further marginalization
of Aboriginal peoples.

In response to these conditions some Aboriginal peoples are challenging state-administered fisheries management systems and are rejecting the co-management model by seeking recognition of their inherent rights to fish. Davis and Jentoft (2003) note that many of the struggles faced by state governments with regards to Aboriginal peoples' rights are related to the state's failure to recognize the desire of Aboriginal peoples to act as self-directing agents. That being said, Davis and Jentoft (2003) suggest that the establishment of Aboriginal fishing rights represents an opportunity for Aboriginal-non-Aboriginal alliances to form localized coastal zone fisheries management bodies; such alliances are critical to further develop local agency in fisheries management (Davis and Jentoft 2003).

Within the literature two contradictory theories exist, resulting in two different conceptual models of co-management. The first describes co-management as a positive, holistic process involving two or more resource stakeholders engaged in the decision-making process and overall sustainable management of a resource (e.g. Pomeroy and Berkes 1997; Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004; Berkes 2003; Carlsson and Berkes 2003; Berkes and Davidson-Hunt 2010, etc.), while the second describes co-management as being more of a negative, co-optive process whereby Aboriginal TEK and cultural values are co-opted into government policies of natural resource management, ultimately contributing to the further marginalization of Aboriginal peoples (e.g. Nadasdy 2003; Natcher et al. 2005; Stevenson 2006). Despite the differences, both conceptual models are useful in assessing case studies of co-management. As such, I will base the analysis of the CHR in Chapter 5 upon the concept of co-management as a holistic process, while Cowichan's historical weir will be analyzed using the concept of co-management as a co-optive process.
CHAPTER 4

Research Methodology

4.1 Introduction

The inspiration for this study came from my childhood experience of growing up on the Cowichan River, and my subsequent passion to maintain the ecological health of this beautiful ecosystem for generations to come. Born and raised in Shawnigan Lake, I had the luxury of spending my summers at my Uncle and Aunt's property located on the Cowichan just north of Vimy, a popular public swimming hole. Over the years I have observed many changes to the river, with a decline in salmon stocks being one. My ongoing concern for the health of the riverine ecosystem coupled with my interest in Cowichan culture and traditional fisheries management technology led me to pursue a Master's of Environment and Sustainability at the University of Saskatchewan, with a thesis focused on sustainable fisheries co-management on the Cowichan River.

I first met with Larry George, Manager of Cowichan Tribes' Department of Lands and Governance in the spring of 2009 to discuss ideas for this study. We maintained regular contact throughout my residency in Saskatoon from September 2009 to April 2010, and met on several occasions during this time to further discuss the research objectives and goals. The research objectives and goals were developed in consultation with Larry George and Dr. David Natcher, my research supervisor. The research proposal and initial interview questions were presented to the Cowichan Tribes' Fish Committee in May 2010, where members participated in suggesting ways of fine-tuning the initial set of questions. Upon finalizing the interview questions, members of the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee (CTFC) and the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable (CHR) were contacted for interviews. A copy of the interview questions can be found in Appendix E.

4.2 Participant Observation

The methodology used for this thesis is a combination of two qualitative research
methods including semi-structured interviews and, to a lesser extent, participant observation. Despite having deep roots in the field of sociology, anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski is often credited with being the first scholar to develop participant observation as a serious qualitative research method, and the method is used most consistently in the field of anthropology (Bernard 2006). Participant observation, as defined by Levine et al. (1980, 38) refers “to naturalistic, qualitative research in which the investigator obtains information through relatively intense, prolonged interaction with those being studied and firsthand involvement in the relevant activities of their lives”. Holistic in nature, participant observation data can be collected in a variety of forms including researcher field notes, narratives, semi-structured or unstructured interviews, surveys, ethnographies, and oral histories (Bogdan 1973). The purpose of participant observation is to develop an understanding of complex social settings, relationships, and institutions in both cross-cultural and native environments by seeing them through a holistic lens (Bogdan 1973).

The method of participant observation relates to this research as I have chosen to explore concepts of TEK as it relates to the institution of the historical Cowichan fishing weir. In May and June 2010 I attended and observed several meetings of both the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee (CTFC) and the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable (CHR), where I was introduced to the members and some of the current issues relevant to each of the committees. In addition to these meetings I attended a workshop hosted by Cowichan Tribes addressing environmental impacts and the health of the Cowichan River estuary in Cowichan Bay. In early October 2010 I participated in monitoring the historical weir with a Cowichan Tribes member on the river. Monitoring the weir involved identifying and counting the different species of salmon as they passed through the weir, and guarding the structure against potential acts of vandalism. While I have not included a concrete set of data resulting from this method, participant observation data informed the semi-structured interviews, as the development of interview questions was a collaborative process with the CTFC. In addition to informing semi-structured interviews, data collected while using this research method is woven into the information presented in the latter chapters of this thesis.
4.3 Semi-Structured Interviews

Due to the nature of this study I opted to use semi-structured, open-ended interviews as my main research method so as to gain a detailed description and understanding of the historical salmon management techniques of the Cowichan Mustimuhw, as well as a sense of participants' perceptions of salmon co-management on the Cowichan River. Semi-structured interviews, often used with the participant observation methodology, reveal much more information than other types of qualitative research methodologies in that they illustrate the participants' thoughts, feelings, descriptions of events, and perceptions of the world (Northey and Tepperman 2007; Jackson 2004; Dunn 2000). Similarly, Taylor and Bogdan (1984, 77) define unstructured, in-depth interviewing as “repeated face-to-face encounters between the researcher and informants directed towards understanding informants' perspectives on their lives, experiences, or situations as expressed in their own words”. Unlike formal, structured interviews that consist of strict question/answer format, semi-structured interviews are more of a conversation-style which is useful in situations where the researcher may be unsure of whether or not questions are properly understood by participants, or in cases where the participants are not comfortable with direct questions (Huntington 2000). The flexibility within the semi-structured interview methodology allowed me to maintain one set of questions for all participants, while at the same time expand or omit specific questions depending upon individual participants. For these reasons, Huntington (1998, 242) writes of the semi-structured interview as being a powerful method for researching TEK, as it “allows the interviewer to capture a wide range of information by directing discussions to the extent necessary to cover topics thoroughly and in detail”.

4.4 Interview Logistics

Interviews were conducted during July and August 2010 where, in total, 16 members from the CTFC and the CHR were interviewed, with seven participants being members of the CTFC, and nine being members of the CHR. Two participants sit on both committees, and were asked to answer each question from the perspectives of both committees, bringing the total number of interviews to 18. Of the 16 participants interviewed, two are female, with one sitting
on each of the two committees. With regards to members of the CHR, I interviewed five representatives from various departments within DFO including stock assessment, enforcement, and management, two representatives from Cowichan Tribes, two representatives from the commercial sector (one representative from Area B seines, and one representative from Area H Troll), and one former representative from the Vancouver Island Sportfish Advisory Board. The same set of interview questions was used for all participants; however, some of the questions may have been omitted and others expanded upon given the nature of each interview.

4.5 Interview Design and Analysis

Interviews were recorded using a Sony digital recorder and were transcribed using Audacity, a free audio editor and digital recording software. Transcriptions were then typed into Ubuntu Open Office documents and were returned to each participant for review, along with a digital copy of their interview recording. Corrections and modifications were made to the transcripts as per the specifications of each participant and content was analyzed for common themes. Due to the small number of interviews and organization of questions, I did not require the use of any qualitative software to assist with analysis.

4.6 Study Limitations

Because this research includes Cowichan participants and explores historical salmon management techniques and TEK of the Cowichan Mustimuhw, cross-cultural differences must be considered and addressed within the research process. In addition to the on-going demands of meeting ethical requirements of researching human subjects, cross-cultural research involving TEK poses a greater challenge in that the researcher's own ways of knowing and world-views may differ greatly from those of the Indigenous research participants (Shackeroff and Campbell 2007). As noted by Shackeroff and Campbell (2007) three challenges posed by the context of cross-cultural research involving TEK include situated knowledge, power and politicization, and ethics. In order to lessen the risks to participants in cross-cultural research situations the following ethical considerations must be addressed by the researcher and include working with
the community to develop research objectives, assigning ownership of research data to the community, informed and on-going consent with all participants, and dissemination of study results to the community prior to finalizing the draft report or thesis (Shackeroff and Campbell 2007; Castellano 2004). The ethical considerations relevant to this study are discussed in detail in section 4.7 Ethical Considerations.

While the majority of CTFC members participated in this study, I was unable to contact and arrange an interview with two of the members. Therefore, interview results cannot be applied to the entire CTFC, although they are representative of the majority. With regards to the CHR, several sectors have enlisted substitute representatives in the event that an appointed member is unavailable to attend a meeting; therefore, substitute members may not be familiar with the agendas of past CHR meetings. Several participants are no longer members of the CHR, although they were members at the time of inception and were part of the formation process, thus being very knowledgeable of the CHR's goals and objectives as a co-management institution. Several current members were either unavailable for interviews due to other obligations, or were not interested in participating. Because the interviews took place in July and early August, the commercial reps were out fishing and had limited availability for an interview. In order to overcome this obstacle I engaged in two telephone interviews with the commercial representatives. The provincial Ministry of Environment (MOE), while a CHR member by proxy, declined to participate in the study. While the results and opinions of CHR members are not representative of all members past and present, they are likely indicative of the general thoughts and feelings of CHR members regarding salmon management on the Cowichan River.

Another limitation to this study relates to the general nature of open-ended, semi-structured interviews. Due to the conversation style of interviews, in some cases, questions were omitted as they were answered without having been posed. In other cases, some questions were elaborated depending upon the interview. Where possible I have provided simple statistical references to each response so as to identify the number of participants who answered each question. Researching in a cross-cultural setting can lead to the misinterpretation of data by the researcher. In order to prevent this from occurring, I distributed copies of transcripts to each participant for review and corrected and revised each transcript as indicated by the participants prior to incorporating the data into this thesis.
4.7 Ethical Considerations

Ethical considerations for this study were addressed in accordance with procedures outlined by the University of Saskatchewan's Behavioural Research Ethics Board (Beh-Reb) and approval for this study (Appendix A) was granted in June 2010. Ownership of CTFC interview data was given to Cowichan Tribes' Department of Lands and Governance, while ownership of CHR interviews was given to the CHR. All research data is being stored at the office of Cowichan Tribes' Department of Land and Governance in Duncan, B.C. Participants were requested to review and sign a consent form (Appendix D) prior to the interview, and were asked to sign a transcript release form (Appendix F) upon review of their transcript. All participants received a photocopy of their signed consent form with their transcript and interview recording.
CHAPTER 5

The Cowichan Harvest Roundtable

5.1 Introduction

Designated in 1995 as a British Columbia heritage river and in 2004 a Canadian heritage river, the Cowichan River drains one of the largest watersheds on Vancouver Island and supports returning stocks of Chum, Chinook, and Coho salmon and Steelhead trout. The Cowichan River has long supported Cowichan Tribes' food, social, and ceremonial fisheries and since the late 1800s, commercial and sport fisheries (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). Increased regional growth in development and population, competing interests amongst fisheries stakeholders, and the continued decline in Cowichan Chinook salmon stocks prompted the need for a locally-based institution for managing the harvest of Cowichan River salmon. As a result, the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable (CHR) was created in 2006 as a means for ensuring the long-term sustainability of Cowichan River salmon populations (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011).

In this chapter I will present a case study of the Cowichan River Harvest Roundtable as a collaborative, co-managed institution charged with the responsibility of managing salmon harvests in the terminal area of the Cowichan River. This case study will assess the efficacy of the CHR in managing the harvest of Cowichan River salmon stocks in a sustainable manner, as well as examine the level of decision-making authority exercised by the CHR members over management decisions. Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of the CHR will be discussed along with suggestions from members on how to improve the management performance of the CHR.²

5.2 Background

Unsustainable logging practices plagued the Cowichan River in the late eighteen hundreds and early nineteen hundreds, as log drives destroyed salmon spawning grounds and

² In several documents and interviews, the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable has been referred to as “Cowichan Fisheries Roundtable” or the “Cowichan Salmon Roundtable”; however, to prevent confusion, I will continue to use “Cowichan Harvest Roundtable” or simply “CHR” throughout this chapter.
blocked salmon from migrating up river. The forestry industry posed a serious threat to the health of the river ecosystem, when in the winter of 1890 the first log drive down the river's entire length was launched from Lake Cowichan (Hodding 1998). Frequent log-jams in the river's canyons required the use of dynamite, and once released “the logs and water swept down the river, threatening road and railway bridges, causing extensive damage to the riverbed, and killing the migrating salmon and trout” (Harris 2001, 139). Despite the concerns voiced by Cowichan Mustimuhw and Cowichan settlers (Hwunitum') that log drives on the river were destroying fish weirs, eroding river banks, wiping out buildings and threatening fish migration, the log drives continued until 1913 when the E&N Railway was expanded to accommodate the transportation of lumber (Harris 2001; Hodding 1998). In the 1970's clear cut logging in and around the Cowichan River watershed again posed an enormous threat to the health of the river ecosystem (Homer 2002).

Commercial canneries posed perhaps the biggest threat to the sustainability of salmon stocks on the major salmon-bearing rivers in B.C. including the Cowichan River. In order to fill labour shortages Indians provided cheap labour, serving as the 'labour backbone' of the salmon-canning industry during its rise in the late nineteenth century (Newell 1993). Indian villages in the southern Cowichan Agency were almost entirely deserted as Cowichan Mustimuwh went to work at the salmon canneries on the Fraser River (Newell 1993, 54). According to Marshall (1999) the cannery industry in B.C. peaked during the 1890's, and by 1901 the number of cases of salmon exported reached an astounding 1.25 million, resulting in “an export commodity worth $6 million” (Marshall 1999, 136). Although local anglers denied the establishment of commercial canneries directly on the Cowichan River, cannery boats began drag-seining and gill netting commercially in Cowichan Bay in the 1890's (see Harris 2001 for an in-depth description of the history of commercial fisheries in Cowichan Bay). The desire of the Hwunitum' to export Cowichan salmon as a commodity all over the world most certainly contributed to the steady decline of salmon on the Cowichan River.

The Cowichan Valley became much more accessible to Hwunitum' settlers with the completion of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway (E&N) in 1884 (HTG 2010), thus attracting sports fishermen from all over the world to the Cowichan River (Harris 2001). Anglers flocked to the Cowichan Valley to participate in the lucrative sport fishery along the river. Harris (2001)
notes that fly-fishing in the nineteenth century was an important aspect of the growing tourism industry; consequently, DFO began to accommodate fishing for purposes with little regard for the subsistence needs of the Cowichan Mustimuhw. The allocation of water for industry and agricultural purposes in the Cowichan Valley has been an additional factor affecting water flow in the Cowichan River, thus adversely affecting salmon habitat and migration. Destruction in and around the river's riparian areas due to logging, unsustainable development, and intensive agricultural practices coupled with increasing exploitation of salmon fisheries for commercial and recreational purposes, ultimately led to the severe decline in salmon stocks on the Cowichan River in the 20th century.

5.3 Inception of the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable

In response to the threats noted above the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable began in 2006 as a grassroots ad hoc committee comprised of various stakeholders and levels of government. Owing to its collaborative success the CHR was appointed in 2006 by DFO as an official salmon harvest management institution for the Cowichan River (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). The CHR is a community-based co-management board comprised of representatives from Cowichan Tribes, DFO, Ministry of Environment (MOE), and the various fishing sectors including the Commercial Salmon Advisory Board and Vancouver Island Sport Fish Advisory Board.

The CHR was initiated as the third and final table in the “Cowichan River Terminal Allocation and Management Framework” project. This project represented the final step toward completion of the overall Cowichan watershed plan (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). Modelled after the previously established Stewardship Roundtable and the Water Use Committee, the CHR was designed to follow a decision-making process where members were assigned increased decision-making authority, leading to the development of local knowledge and shared responsibility of management decisions (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). The initial purpose of using the 'roundtable' approach to manage terminal area fisheries was to employ consensus-based decision-making and local knowledge to solve issues concerning resource management, stock assessment, water use, and fisheries production on the Cowichan River (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). In discussing the general purpose and structure of the CHR, a member of the CHR offers the following
description:

It's a board set up of different interest groups, commercial, sport fishing, First Nations, and DFO staff. These groups try to have a consensus agreement on the harvest of the salmon species only, in the terminal area of the Cowichan River including the Cowichan River itself. So it's a tool to try and come up with the best management actions and way to harvest fish that are acceptable to the different interest groups, recognizing that DFO is the mandated party for the management of the resource, and that the Cowichan First Nation has a constitutional right to fish for food, social, and ceremonial. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #1, 2010)

In addition to the threats to the watershed noted above three additional factors led to the formation of the CHR, those being the need to resolve fisheries-related conflicts amongst terminal area stakeholders, the successes of the previously established Cowichan Stewardship Roundtable and the Cowichan Water Use Committee, and the availability of funding made available through the Pacific Salmon Commission Southern Fund (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011).

Using the initial funding, members of the CHR hired a mediator to draft an official Terms of Reference for the institution. One member of the CHR recalls the allocation of funds within the CHR:

At the beginning we received approximately twelve thousand dollars from the Pacific Salmon Commission Southern Fund, and that was used to get things going. We used that to provide lunches for people, and we hired a moderator to help us run the Terms of Reference procedures. The money lasted a few years, and ran out, and it did it's job as it got us going. But there's no dedicated resources for the Roundtable. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #7, 2010)

In addition to drafting an official Terms of Reference for the CHR, the initial funding was used to create a series of newsletters made available to the general public. Containing information volunteered by the CHR, the newsletters were designed to convey information regarding issues related to the Cowichan River and fisheries to the community at large (CSRT 2006, 2). When the
initial funding was exacerbated, production of the CHR newsletter was cancelled.

5.4 Composition of the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable and Terms of Reference

As a locally-based committee charged with the tasks of co-managing the harvesting of terminal area fisheries and resolving fisheries-related conflicts amongst resource users, the CHR is comprised of members representing various government organizations and local stakeholders of in-river and terminal area fisheries on the Cowichan River. Members include Cowichan Tribes, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), the provincial Ministry of Environment (MOE), the Vancouver Island Sportfish Advisory Board, and commercial fisheries including Area B seine, Area E gill net, and Area H troll (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). Members of the CHR participate on a volunteer basis and meetings are hosted by Cowichan Tribes. While there is no set schedule, meetings occur several times a year and are held in the board room of Cowichan Tribes' Department of Lands and Governance in Duncan, B.C.

The Terms of Reference outlines the general purpose and responsibilities of the CHR, in addition to describing the geographical area of interest, structure of meetings, decision-making and sharing of information procedures (CFR 2007). A CHR member recalls the original purpose for drafting an official Terms of Reference:

We went through a lot of time and effort to agree and establish what [the Terms of Reference] are, because without knowing what the area or responsibility is, then there's a tendency for people to come in with incorrect expectations, like coming here to fix fisheries, or go talk about something which is not the responsibility of the Roundtable itself. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #4, 2010)

The first draft of the Terms of Reference was created in April 2007 with the input of all CHR members and was in effect for the period of one year, at which time it could be amended as needed by members of the CHR.

According to the Terms of Reference, the mandate of the CHR is “to engage in a participatory process to build trust and improve communication between all involved parties in
In order to make agreed upon, timely and informed fisheries decisions that benefit our ecosystem, our communities and all stakeholders” (CFR 2007). According to the November 2006 edition of the CHR newsletter some of the issues dealt with by the CHR include Cowichan River salmon assessment projects (biological sampling, tagging, catch estimates, and the enumeration fence), hatchery enhancement, enforcement by DFO fisheries officers and Cowichan guardians, and the sourcing of funds to carry out these projects (CSRT 2006, 2). A CHR member offered a detailed explanation of the purpose and responsibilities of the Roundtable:

It's kind of like a harvest and assessment table. The responsibilities are defined to a local sense, to only the terminal type fishery management actions or the assessment actions, not like having to deal with non-terminal like west coast troll, or Johnson Straits Chum fisheries or anything like that. It's more defined in a geographical area. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #4, 2010)

The geographical areas of interest as defined by the Terms of Reference (CFR 2007, 2) include:

- Cowichan River and its tributaries
- Koksilah River and its tributaries
- Lake Cowichan and its tributaries
- All streams flowing into Cowichan Bay
- The marine terminal area defined as the portion of Statistical Area 18 bound to the south by Cape Keppel to Hatch Point, and to the north by Grave Point to Erskine Point.

All decisions concerning terminal area and in-river fisheries are made by consensus, as all members of the CHR must agree prior to moving forward on any decision (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). According to the Terms of Reference decisions are to be made by either full or working consensus, with full consensus being “all designated representatives agree and fully support the decision”, and working consensus being “not all designated representatives fully support the decision but can all agree to live with it” (CFR 2007, 2). The consensus-based decision-making design of the CHR represents a holistic method of co-managing, whereby all stakeholder representatives have the opportunity to express their thoughts and opinions regarding issues specific to the Cowichan River.
5.5 Interview Data and Results

In July 2010, four years after its inception, the CHR was continuing to represent the interests of multi-sectoral stakeholders in co-managing in-river and terminal area fisheries on the Cowichan River. Interviews with both past and present members of the CHR reveal their current thoughts and opinions related to co-management, sustainable fisheries management, threats to Cowichan River salmon populations, the possibility of a fisheries moratorium, and the strengths and weaknesses of the CHR as a holistic fisheries co-management institution.

5.51 Perceptions of Co-Management

As discussed previously in Chapter 3, many interpretations of co-management of common property resources (CPR's) exist in the literature (e.g. Ostrom 1990; Pinkerton 1994, 1999; Notzke 1994; Pomeroy and Berkes 1997; Berkes 2003; Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004). In order to clarify how participants of the CHR view the concept of co-management, members were asked to define the term in their own words. Table 5.1 presents the definitions of co-management as perceived by members of the CHR.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member #1</th>
<th>What is Your Definition of Co-Management?</th>
<th>Is Co-Management occurring with respect to the Cowichan River salmon fishery?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Co-management to me, is looking at the interests of other user groups and trying to accommodate, and bring those ideas forward into the management process. But it has to be recognized that there's one body that does have ultimate responsibility and when it's decision is made then it has to be final.”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“In certain ways I would say there is lots of good discussion in how to manage the different fish stocks and in particular with the Cowichan Roundtable it has to do with salmon.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #2</td>
<td>“That's a tough one cause co-management is a huge issue. Are we co-managing a habitat? Or are we co-managing a habitat and a harvest table, or are we co-managing a water table? There's the issues that I struggle [with] when we get into a co-management issue.”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>“I would say it's occurring in a weak section, it's not really occurring overall.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #3</td>
<td>“I'll tell it as a Cowichan member because co-management is that we have a right to say we need to be allowed to get this many fish because everybody else is catching this many.”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>“Not really no. From Cowichan's perspective, no.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #4</td>
<td>“Co-management is making decisions where possible together. What else could I say about co-management? It's working together. So basically it's decision-making together in a partnership type</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>“Not quite, in that every group that goes there has some responsibility back to its parent group and there's the jurisdictional legality issue, not quite in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The purest sense where those that go there have the complete responsibility themselves to make those decisions.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member #6</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“DFO still doesn't have a definition of co-management. DFO's version of it I think revolves around the fact 'give us the money and we'll go out and manage and don't talk to us'. DFO is hung up on the concept that you cannot fetter the power of the Minister, which is a legal term, so there was a lot of fear which still exists, and a feeling of inability to make decisions by the senior DFO at a roundtable, because they have to in the end get approval of the Minister for something to happen.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member #7</th>
<th>Yes and No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Co-management is basically what the commercial industry is moving forward on there, and that is that there is a couple of commercial licenses under integrated fishing that have gone to the Cowichan this year.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“My idea is shared responsibility for managing whatever. So it involves I guess sharing the power over decision-making but also involves I guess sharing the power over decision-making but also”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #9</td>
<td>“I see co-management as working together, and making decisions together and that's not happening. DFO still has the decision-making and policies, etc. So we have to work together in co-management, and restructure policies or whatever it may be in the Department for us to work together as a whole in other user groups also. That's what I see co-management as, decision-making together.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #10</td>
<td>“I mean co-management is everybody sitting at the table and hopefully working towards the same goal, but certainly recognizing responsibility and rights has to be right up there.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The majority of participating CHR members identified several common aspects of co-management within their respective definitions. Members identified co-management arrangements as involving all interested parties in decision-making processes, where it is understood that decision-making authority is shared amongst all stakeholders. In addition to shared decision-making authority, CHR members indicated a shared responsibility amongst all stakeholders for managing a given resource, as well as a shared responsibility over the consequences of such decisions.

In addition to defining co-management, participating CHR members were asked whether or not co-management is occurring with respect to the Cowichan River salmon fishery. Of the nine members who responded, three felt that co-management is in fact occurring, while five members felt that co-management is not occurring. One member felt that co-management is occurring in some respects, but not in others. While several members indicated that decisions made by the CHR are given some weight, the majority felt that the Roundtable doesn't have enough decision-making authority across the board, meaning that many harvesting factors influencing Cowichan salmon stocks are not involved solely in terminal area fisheries. This makes co-managing the resource very difficult, as the CHR is only responsible for decisions affecting the terminal area.

5.52 Co-Management as a Continuum

In Table 5.2 members of the CHR rate the committee's current level of decision-making authority, while Table 5.3 addresses whether or not the CHR is effective in managing the harvest of Cowichan River salmon stocks in a sustainable manner.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member #1</th>
<th>On a scale of 1 to 10, what level of decision-making authority does the Harvest Roundtable have?</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #1</td>
<td>7 out of 10</td>
<td>“To me, it is a very good table in that it does have a voice, and a power, and a direction and it's mostly adhered to. I mean we come up decisions that make sense, and DFO adapts them and that's great. I think the biggest stumbling blocks come probably into the commercial aspect of those stocks. That's only a portion of it but because it is a stumbling block it probably takes more of our time than the easy decisions that we can kinda just hammer out right away.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CHR Member #2 | 1 out of 10                                                                      | “The problem we have in this system today is DFO is the manager, we have an overall south coast management plan, and the Roundtable is just one aspect of that management plan, and we're managing around the harvest table without talking to them which we've done for years. And then they bring this Roundtable in and it hasn't quite got a way to fit in properly. [Decision-making authority of the Roundtable is] not very high cause of the complications of how it fits in with everything else.” |

| CHR Member #3 | 5 out of 10                                                                      | “There are DFO employees that sit on that table, and that question was brought up as 'how much say is this table going to have, if any?' They said 'oh no no no, we'll listen.' But ultimately when decisions for a consensus was reached at the table, it didn't really matter because the higher ups at DFO still made the decisions even though there was a consensus with everybody involved. So unfortunately yes, they're listened to, but the decisions are still made higher up.” |

| CHR Member #4 | 3 out of 10                                                                      | “I guess others not involved with the committee would argue we cannot give that committee the ultimate responsibility or any responsibility for the resource, and my argument would be that you have representatives down there from the Department and it's not a voting type where three out of the four major groups can go against the Department or anything like that, it's a decision by consensus so every...” |
| CHR Member #5 | 7.5 out of 10 | “If you make a decision in a small geographical area which may meet the needs and may be in agreement with the needs of that very small area, you don't want it to have the ability to all of a sudden come in out of the blue and be told that it's a precedent that is now going to determine all future decisions in that kind of a situation. So I think that these harvest roundtables are wisely set up to be consensus driven, and I don't think anything should come out of that process unless it has reached consensus. And then I think DFO needs to come up with a hell of a good reason why not to follow it.” |
| CHR Member #6 | 6 out of 10 | “Well it doesn't have a decision-making voice, but it can be effective in the sense of like what we're doing right now.” |
| CHR Member #7 | 7 out of 10 | “One of the directions the Department wanted to go to was to get input from multi-sector groups, and this was to try and avoid some of the name calling and finger pointing of 'you're taking too many fish.' So the question is how much real authority they have, or whether they're ignored. I would say we're probably in the middle somewhere, I would say we certainly have input into decision-making, but ultimately the Department has the final say.” |
| CHR Member #8 | 3 out of 10 | “Up until a year ago I would have said with respect to managing like terminal fisheries only, if ten was good, and one was bad, I would have put it at you know seven, or eight. But now it would be much lower.” |
| CHR Member #9 | 3 out of 10 | “We take steps and steps but again you know, we don't have the full authority to make decisions where we want to do that within our own terminal areas, and all of the user groups decide how much each group is going to get, but it's the policies with DFO, and DFO has got the last say again. I look at the committee as a good working committee, but again the shortfall is we don't have the decision-making authority where we want to have it.” |
| CHR | 6 out of 10 | “If you're talking about the terminal area, and with respect to some harvest, then I think there's a fair bit...” |
Averaged Level of Decision-Making Authority: 4.6 out of 10

Variance: 5.1

### TABLE 5.3: Is the Harvest Roundtable Effective in Managing Cowichan River Salmon Stocks in a Sustainable Manner?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member</th>
<th>Yes/No/Not Sure</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“I would say so. The thing about the Roundtable that I really like is that all members seem to have conservation of fish as their primary objective. I don't think anybody that sits at that table wants to see salmon fish stocks to the Cowichan plunge into extinction. So having said that, it works well, I think people all have that view and so there is that aspect of [the Roundtable] that works.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“Yeah, they are. There was finger pointing at first, because I know for a fact Cowichan or any First Nation has never taken every single fish that goes up the system. People have always conserved, and yet that's where the finger was being pointed. It took quite a few meetings for everybody to realize 'yeah, it's not just the Cowichan people.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“The short answer, I would say yes, although it would be nicer to have more responsibilities recognized for that group.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| CHR Member #6    | No              | “The commercial fishing that impacted any Cowichan fish was all shut down, and things got worse, and worse, and worse, but yet you still had full-bore recreational fishing both sides of Vancouver Island that
would be impacting those fish and there was no closures there, so that's the one thing where I say co-
management from that point of view is going to be very hard until those things are dealt with.”

| CHR Member #7 | No | “I would have to say no, because we don't have a say over all the harvest. We only have in theory, we only have a say over what's harvested or the regulations surrounding the local area, so that's in river, that's Cowichan Bay, that's the approach areas, but twenty percent of the Chum are taken up in Johnson Straight. We can't do anything about that, the Chinook are taken off the west coast in west coast troll and sports fish. We have no say on that. We can provide comments, we can go to fisheries management and say 'listen, these guys are taking all our Chinook, and they've gotta cut back' but all this is advice. We really don't have any kind of authority to say how the west coast troll conducts their fishery. So that's why I say no.” |
| CHR Member #8 | Yes and No | “No, because local stocks are still intercepted in mixed stock fisheries, and you have to realize that each stock is different. So you could say 'well our Chum stocks are managed sustainably, and other species are managed sustainably but maybe the Chinook are not.' So it's not a blanket statement, you have to look at each stock, and each argument. What about shellfish, right? What about Steel head? What about anadromous trout you know, Cutthroat, I mean they're all different. And I think some are doing better than others, but I think you'd be false to say all Cowichan stocks are being managed sustainably at this time.” |
| CHR Member #9 | Yes | N/A |
| CHR Member #10 | Yes | “I think probably. The problem is we are left with whatever everyone else has already accessed. So I think for the most part, yes. But then when it comes to lean years, everybody's fighting to get access, they still want access.” |
In keeping with the concept that co-management is a continuum rather than a fixed state, participating CHR members were asked to rate the CHR's current level of decision-making authority on a numerical scale of one to ten. With 'one' representing the CHR as having no decision-making authority and acting merely as an advisory body to DFO, and 'ten' representing the CHR as having full decision-making authority and DFO acting as a supportive body to the CHR, members ranked the averaged level of the decision-making authority as 4.6 out of 10, while the variance is 5.1. The average of 4.6 is slightly less than half way along the continuum (Pinkerton 1994), indicating that the CHR members feel they have little decision-making authority and act more as an advisory capacity on issues relating to in-river and terminal area fisheries. This realization for some became most apparent when the CHR endorsed an economic venture that would secure Cowichan Tribes an allocation of the commercial Chum salmon harvest. Made available through the Pacific Integrated Commercial Fisheries Initiative (PICFI), the federal government introduced a program that would enable First Nations to obtain commercial fisheries licenses through a buy-back program (DFO 2011). In 2009, the CHR put forth a motion to DFO supporting an economic opportunity for members of Cowichan Tribes to harvest Cowichan Chum stocks commercially. With PICFI providing the mechanism for Cowichan Tribes to obtain a commercial license the CHR's decision to support Cowichan's request for a sustainable, commercial fishery was ultimately refused by DFO. A member of the CHR explains:

I think the reality was that over the last year or so, the regional executive got nervous, and I don't think we really have the authority that we thought we did in the beginning. It's kind of come to a head with the Cowichan Tribes' request for an economic opportunity fishery. It certainly was possible as we had the fish, we had buy-in from the other commercial sectors. There was disagreement about how it would actually proceed in a technical sense, whether Tribes and commercial would fish on the same day or alternate days and that sort of thing. But that's just technical discussion, the idea that they could have an economic opportunity was there and was supported. The Department is locked into their own policies, and trying to be innovative just doesn't really go anywhere, as the Department gets nervous. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #7, 2010)
As a direct result of the failed commercial Chum fishery members of the CHR were uncertain as to the actual amount of authority they had in managing Cowichan fisheries. According to a CHR member, DFO's dismissal of the CHR's decision “did kind of undermine the assumption everyone had that if we can make a decision in this room, we're good to go” (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010). While the commercial Chum fishery was not approved in 2009, members remain hopeful that the CHR decision will eventually be honoured by DFO, and Cowichan Tribes will benefit from a commercial Chum fishery. A member of the CHR expresses optimism for a future economic opportunity:

I don't know if [DFO] is worried about precedent setting or what but in any event, this year things have progressed. I'm not sure what's really happening at the moment, but I think they are working toward using the licenses that were offered last year and actually proceeding on an economic opportunity. Again, Chum was the target for this fishery, and the forecasts are such that there should be some surplus available for both Tribes and a commercial opening. So, here's hoping that things go smoothly, and that we can proceed. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #7, 2010)

Another challenge for the CHR is that of secure funding for projects. Once the CHR has made a management-related decision, funding must be sourced to carry out those agreed upon actions. Aside from the initial funding granted at the time of inception, the CHR has no sources of funding available to carry out management tasks. Members meet and participate on a volunteer basis and Cowichan Tribes' Department of Lands and Governance kindly offers a boardroom for the meetings. A CHR member summarizes the difficulty of operating without any fiscal resources:

The Harvest Roundtable has no funding whatsoever. We meet at Cowichan Tribes, they provide the meeting room, and that's the in-kind support. The Department makes the necessary staff available to the meetings but that's just allowing us to go to the meetings. There are the volunteers, so these would be commercial and recreational reps who have no way of paying for their travel costs to get to Duncan to the meetings unless they go to their own individual organizations, and they're
probably not that well funded either. So no, we don't have adequate financial resources, we have none essentially. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #7, 2010)

Despite the absence of disposable fiscal resources, the CHR continues to operate through the good will of its members. If funding were made available to the CHR, perhaps more harvest management tasks could be carried out in a timely fashion.

While CHR members indicated that some Cowichan stocks are currently managed sustainably, the greatest challenging is trying to manage mixed stock fisheries. Local salmon populations including the endangered Cowichan Chinook are intercepted in mixed stock fisheries, thus making the task of managing all Cowichan River salmon very difficult. As discussed in sections 5.24 and 5.3, managing salmon populations is exceedingly difficult for the CHR as it has no control over the harvest of Cowichan salmon outside of their jurisdiction in the marine environment. While the CHR is able to monitor and manage in-river and terminal areas in a sustainable manner, it is unable to manage mixed-stock fisheries in the marine environment, as Cowichan stocks are fished from Puget Sound in Washington State, all the way up the coast to Alaska. Consequently, any decisions made by the CHR concerning Cowichan stocks in the marine environment are not necessarily recognized by DFO. A member of the CHR explains that “with other fisheries that impact Cowichan stocks, there isn't a whole lot of weight put onto the Roundtable decisions” (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #10, 2010).

Based on the responses, there seems to be a general consensus that the CHR is managing in-river and terminal area fisheries in a sustainable manner, although there is no decision-making authority over salmon in the marine environment. Despite these challenges, 6 out of the 9 members (1 unsure) indicated that the CHR is an effective institution for managing the Cowichan River fishery. Based on the comments from the interviews it appears that all members of the CHR remain committed to conserving salmon and protecting the Cowichan River habitat.

With regards to negative impacts on salmon populations, CHR members identified a number of management and environmental issues that continue to threaten the Cowichan River fishery. Table 5.4 outlines threats to the Cowichan River salmon fishery.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member</th>
<th>Threat(s) to Salmon on the Cowichan River</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member #1</td>
<td>Lack of scientific knowledge pertaining to salmon stocks</td>
<td>“I think being able to adequately protect the Chinook stocks when they're in the mixed fisheries in the ocean, I think that's a mystery. I think everyone would like to find the answer, but I think that's the biggest part, is the mystery of how to manage those stocks so that the fish coming back to the river allow a good access for the Cowichan Tribes as well as the spawning requirements.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member #2</td>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>“The biggest issue you have in that system is 'what's the weather going to be like and what's going to get washed out' in my mind. I know it's a big system and you can get to the lake and all that, but we seem to deal with washouts all the time.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member #3</td>
<td>Marine survival</td>
<td>“I used to think it was over fishing because our fish are caught west coast, Juan de Fuca, but I think it's just the overall survival in the ocean now, which is the unknown factor.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member #4</td>
<td>Lack of stock assessment information</td>
<td>“As far as the management goes, the actual decision-making, I think there has been a lack of understanding or less understanding about the decisions that are being made. I think decision makers are not bold enough to make decisions, so hence no decisions are made kind of thing. And I'm not even talking about whether it's the right or wrong decisions, a lot of times just no decision is made.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member #6</td>
<td>Non-localized fishing sectors impacting the local salmon stocks</td>
<td>“I think some of the fisheries that impact that area are too far from home. The commercial fishing that impacted any Cowichan fish was all shut down, and things got worse, and worse, and worse, but yet you still had full-bore recreational fishing both sides of Vancouver Island that would be impacting those fish, and there were no closures there, so that's the one thing where I say co-management from that point of view is going to be very hard until those things are dealt with.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Marine survival</td>
<td>“Marine survival is affecting Coho and Chinook specifically, I mean it affects other stocks as well but those two stocks seem to have a much lower marine survival than they did back in the nineties, let's say twenty...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #8</td>
<td>• Global climate change affecting marine survival rates and causing changes in water temperature, water volume, salinity, food chains, etc. • Land-use practices including dyking</td>
<td>“Marine survivals have dropped significantly over the last couple of decades. For instance, with Coho stocks smolt to adult survival in the late eighties, early nineties, was probably fifteen percent, ten to twenty percent. Now it's one to two percent. So that's a drop in an order of magnitude right? Chinook used to survive probably two to three percent, now we're lucky to get half a percent so again almost an order of magnitude drop. Now what's the causal factor associated with that? Unknown, however it seems to be temperature related. So it seems to be the global climate change is probably a major factor. Recent research seems to indicate that perhaps a lot of the increased mortality is happening inshore, as opposed to offshore so right in the Salish Sea [...]. It's a complex mosaic of factors right, but I don't think I'd be off base to say that global climate change is a major driver with respect to presenting challenges to sustainable management of Cowichan fish stocks.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #9</td>
<td>• Marine survival • Seals and California sea lions in the terminal area of the river</td>
<td>“We always look at the marine survival, I think it's the marine survival. Seals are problematic especially in our area. Once the fry are released from the hatchery, they're just at the mouth of the river. We had twenty, thirty seals before, now we're looking at four hundred seals sitting at the mouth of the river just having a hey day on the salmon fry coming down. You know they're a protected species and not only ourselves, Cowichan, but other First Nations and commercial fishermen have been stressing about the seals. That could be the main source, but it's hard to say cause no one's ever done any surveys or whatever to predict the amount of salmon the seals take.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #10</td>
<td>• Exploitation rate • Habitat • In-river water levels • Water temperatures</td>
<td>“I think exploitation rate is a difficult one. I still think it's too high, and that's where money could be spent on establishing better information on what the actual exploitation rate of these fish are or the harvest levels for any given year. And then the other thing I think would be habitat. Whether that's estuarine or in the river and all the rest, I mean we're seeing that. We're a growing community and certainly on the Cowichan we're losing habitat and we're having effects. The water use is a huge one, the whole thing with the lake. We've...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
got catalyst, we've got a weir, we've got lake owners, and holding back water and having enough water to do releases for the Chinook to come in. So part of it too is species dependant. I think some of this water stuff is critical to the Chinook because they're coming in earlier, and when there's low water it makes them more vulnerable to exploitation and that's not just by First Nations by any means, that's by anyone.”
Threats to Cowichan River salmon and salmon management as told by members of the CHR are ranked below in order of number of times cited:

1. Marine survival
2. Habitat
3. Global climate change; lack of scientific knowledge pertaining to salmon stocks; unsustainable rate of exploitation
4. Land use practices
5. Lack of and/or absence of accountable decision-making; bureaucracy; non-localized fishing sectors impacting local fish stocks; invasive species preying on salmon

According to CHR members marine survival encompassing exploitation, global climate change, habitat, and predation is the most significant threat to salmon today. In-river habitat is cited as the second largest threat to salmon today as a combination of pollution, poor land use practices, and low water flows contribute to the degradation of the riverine habitat. While several remediation projects have been carried out to help reclaim former salmon habitat and spawning grounds in the river, it is clear that on-going remediation is necessary to ensure the health of salmon habitats in the future.
Figure 5.1: Algae Blooms on the Lower Cowichan River, September 2010
5.53  Fisheries Moratorium: A Possible Solution?

Multiple factors have led to the steady decline of Cowichan Chinook over the years. Although considered extreme by some, a Cowichan Chinook fishing moratorium has, in the past, been proposed by several members of the CHR and other parties as a potential strategy to aid in the recovery of Chinook stocks. CHR members were asked whether or not a moratorium was considered a viable management option to assist in the recovery of Cowichan Chinook. Responses are presented below in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Do You See Calling a Moratorium on Cowichan Chinook as Being a Potential Solution to Assist in the Recovery of the Stocks?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“So could I see it? Yes, if it need be. If somebody told me 'look, to protect Cowichan fish we need a five year moratorium or something like that to get them back where they should be', I would have no problem with it. I'd be absolutely a hundred percent behind it, but then knowing the nature of how fish are managed, that is very difficult. The biggest part of the problem is you have mixed stock fisheries, and some stocks can handle pressure and some can't. So it's always the old age question of 'how do you deal with that'? How do you save fish that are mixed in with fish that don't need to be saved? The easy answer is shut everything down, then rebuild it. But of course, there's lots of socio-economic benefits and things that are going on that you need to have for the economy right? I mean that's how the world turns. There's a lot of money generated by fishing, commercial fishing, sport fishing, so you know, that's tough.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #2</td>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>“Most stocks even when they're in trouble could be harvested to a low twenty percent or so exploitation rate, and that might be happening anyway. What is actually happening in ocean conditions in the last years has a bigger effect on some of these things. You're seeing some Chinook streams come back in bigger numbers than expected, and I'm hoping that Cowichan is also one of those. So we've had some downturn in the system, but I also think there's a few issues on that side with sewer outfalls and stuff like that which hasn't been put on the table as much either.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“My understanding is that's what they're trying to do. But I've realized sport/rec is big money to DFO, and commercial probably too so it's hard for them to say no because they will lose big money. I know it's talked about, it's [been] talked about every year for the last few years. I think that's kind of the idea they have to do, because it's kind of late in the game. To me, that should have been done a long time ago, instead of having to close fishing like from Port Alberni to Cowichan Bay. It is talked about, but it needs heavy political pressure.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| CHR Member #4 | Maybe | “There's a number of actions that you can take to assist on that stock rebuilding, and a moratorium on fishing is only one of them. [A moratorium] has some fairly severe impacts on people that utilize those stocks and there are other things that I think can be done, for example, enhancement and that sort of thing, but also there needs to be looking at other aspects of the whole ecology. Why aren't those salmon coming back? Is it habitat, is it something we've done in the river? For
example in Cowichan they're cleaning up the silt with the Stoltz Falls stuff. There's a whole pile of stuff that we have been looking at and we should be looking at. Like I say, the easiest one is to stop fishing. But if you look at other examples, if you stop fishing and some of these other stocks and species continue to decline, we probably should have looked at other things besides that.”

| CHR Member #5 | N/A | N/A |
| CHR Member #6 | No | “I don't think that's necessary. I think before you would get to those measures that you would have to identify what Chinook stocks you're catching in a bigger way. When you have an aggregate fishery, you've got to determine what your encounter rate is of these fish within that aggregate, it might be nothing. To stop everything for that, it doesn't make a lot of sense.” |
| CHR Member #7 | N/A | “We have low marine survival, so we have seemingly high exploitation rates because there's just fewer fish surviving to that point. So what we can actually do is change some of the harvest strategies and then try not to target the Cowichan Chinook. There are certain things you can do, you can limit fisheries to inshore waters, so within a kilometre of the surf line. I guess the idea is that these fish are going off shore to feed out to Laperouse Banks and off the west coast. So if you limit recreational fishing to the inshore fisheries, they're going to target more of the local stocks. And that's one thing that could be done now. Again, because of the current state of the recreational fishery, there's a lot of off shore fisheries you're going to affect. It doesn't matter what you do, you're going to affect people. If we have the status quo we're going to affect people, we're going to affect Tribes cause there's just not that many fish coming back for them.” |
| CHR Member #8 | Yes | “Yeah, well as somebody that doesn't make their living catching fish as a sport fisherman, or a commercial fisherman, that would be great. The numbers are a moving target but probably over the last ten years, on average maybe sixty percent of Cowichan Chinook are harvested before they get into the terminal waters. Do I think it would help? Yes, and would I support it? Well, it's easy for me to say that and it's not costing me anything. Do I think it's going to happen? No, not right away cause basically you'd be shutting down the coast for Chinook harvest. If you want to guarantee you weren't going to catch any Cowichan Chinook, you'd have to say no one, because the Alaskans catch Cowichan Chinook, Washington State catches Cowichan Chinook.” |
| CHR Member #9 | Yes | “That's possible, it is very possible. In the back of my mind and Larry's mind, the manager's mind, etc. that's all possible. We have stressed that to the Department, if the decline is bad, that maybe it's time to stop everyone. If we get our
Sockeye, yes, I can see that. A moratorium would go up, okay. But if we don't, I don't see that happening at all. If we don't get any Sockeye, these guys are going to go fishing regardless. There's always going to be a handful of people, [even] if there's a restriction, moratorium on Chinook salmon in the river system. It may be sports fishermen, it may be troll fisherman, [but] somebody's going to go and do it. There's always going to be someone. In our end here in the river system there's always going to be a handful of people illegally doing it anyhow. If worse to worse comes, we've looked at that and we said well, we have to do it."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member #10</th>
<th>Not Sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| "I don't know. It's an interesting question because although exploitation rate is there, we're also hearing other stuff that the survival rate is so low. Some say that well, even if there was zero harvest they still would decline. I'm not a biologist, I'm not a stock assessment biologist, that's not my background. To me though, if you stop harvest, it makes sense that it would help. But you still have a responsibility to Cowichan, or to any First Nations group that has access to those fish. And that's where it becomes really difficult. I tend to think that yeah, if you had a hundred percent moratorium no more fishing, it would help, but you'd have to do more. There's more stuff to be done and that's why hopefully this whole Chinook rebuilding plan and all the rest will get off the ground, but there's a lot to talk about. It would just be nice to see some forward movement more on that."
In response to the question “Do you see calling a moratorium on Cowichan Chinook as being a potential solution to aid recovery of the stocks?”, four out of eight members responded ‘Yes’, while three out of eight responded ‘No’, and one out of eight responded ‘Not Sure/Maybe’. A common concern expressed by members of the CHR relates to the feasibility of implementing a moratorium on Cowichan Chinook stocks, as it will be very difficult to prevent interference with healthier stocks within the mixed stock fishery. Economically speaking, a fisheries moratorium will have a severe impact on the livelihoods of all fisheries stakeholders, as enormous amounts of revenue are generated from commercial and sport fishing. While all members recognize the need for a solution to declining salmon stocks, several members suggested exploring other, less extreme alternatives to a fisheries moratorium. Altering harvest strategies to target other salmon species and limiting the harvest to only inshore waters could potentially minimize the overall impact to Cowichan Chinook stocks. In addition to altering harvest strategies, members cited enhancement and in-river habitat restoration and remediation as other alternatives to a moratorium.

5.6 Conclusion

Notwithstanding the challenges noted above, all members viewed the CHR as being a very positive management institution and recognize the benefits to implementing the 'roundtable' approach to decision-making. Representatives of the various stakeholders, DFO, and Cowichan Tribes make an effort to understand and validate one another, and work together toward the common goal of managing to conserve Cowichan River salmon. One CHR member emphasizes the positive aspects of the CHR:

It's a model, and it just makes things so much easier when people are talking and working together. And even though there may be disagreements on issues as they come up or not, I think all the partners realize that the common interest here is the fish in the river, and that everybody has the best interests of the fish in the river at heart. So even though we can disagree on specific issues or specific ways of handling things, I think we can always kind of come back to that solid foundation,
which is not always the case. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010)

In only five years the CHR has managed to see several projects through to completion, in addition to amending fishing rules and regulations on the Cowichan River. A CHR member discusses the accomplishments thus far:

We changed fishing boundaries, fishing regulations, we changed everything that was all pertinent to the local fisheries. So that would be like the freshwater trout, or the Cowichan Bay recreational Coho and Chinook fisheries and stuff like that, and now the Pink fishery. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #7, 2010)

In response to concerns over the diminishing Cowichan Chinook stocks, Cowichan Tribes voluntarily reduced their food, social, and ceremonial in-river Chinook fishery from seven days to four days per week. Because west coast sport/recreation groups and commercial fisheries intercept Cowichan Chinook, Cowichan Tribes could have requested a closure in Chinook fisheries; however, they worked together with other representatives on the CHR to find other, less extreme solutions (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011).

The Pink Salmon Project, a somewhat controversial project was initiated by the CHR several years ago (DFO, Pers. Comm. 2011). The objective of this project was to create a new, healthy population for an in-river sport fishery to alleviate the pressure on suffering salmon stocks. In 2009 the Pink Salmon Project was successful in seeing a healthy first return to the Cowichan River. In addition to providing for a new sport fishery, the Pink Salmon Project supplemented Cowichan Tribes' FSC fishery, as Cowichan Mustimuhw harvested Pinks from the Cowichan for the first time.

In the early days of the CHR, a community newsletter entitled Cowichan Salmon Roundtable Newsletter was published and distributed throughout the community using some of the initial funding granted to the committee. The articles within the newsletter were composed by members of the CHR and were designed to educate and convey information to the general public regarding Cowichan River fisheries-related issues. A member of the CHR explains that “through the newsletter we educated the general community about fisheries guardians, the fact that they're there and that they're peace officers and so on, and that was a very positive result” (Cowichan
Harvest Roundtable Interview #5, 2010). The newsletter is no longer in production, as there are no longer any available fiscal resources to continue funding the project.

The future of the CHR is uncertain, yet members feel that as long as they continue to participate and hold meetings, the CHR will survive. However, in order for the CHR to fulfil its initial mandate of managing Cowichan River and terminal area fisheries, DFO should be willing to devolve more authority over management and decision-making. In addition to devolving authority, DFO should clarify the current level of decision-making authority held by the CHR, and revise the Terms of Reference accordingly. As a result of the failure of DFO to act upon the commercial Chum fishery decision, the CHR lacks legitimacy in the eyes of some members, as they are uncertain as to its capacity for managing Cowichan River fisheries. Despite these difficulties the CHR remains a solid model for co-managing in-river and terminal area fisheries, and is one that could be adopted by other watersheds in B.C.’s coastal region. A member of the CHR emphasizes the necessity of the multi-stakeholder Roundtable for the Cowichan River:

I think that Cowichan in a lot of ways, is an excellent model. It's not perfect, but it's certainly heading in the right direction. In the late nineties there was an effort to organize a table, and it was all the people that wanted to work for fish. There were fist fights in that room, literally fist fights. And I look between now and then, fifteen years later, huge improvements. So yeah, it seems to be working.
(Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010)

The CHR exemplifies a holistic approach to co-managing common pool resources and is in direct opposition to the centralized, bureaucratic management style employed by the federal government. With Pacific salmon fisheries on the decline overall we must look to alternative methods of co-managing the resource, and locally-based, multi-stakeholder committees like the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable are acting models of sustainable fisheries management institutions.
CHAPTER 6

Salmon ‘Management’ Among the Cowichan First Nation

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter I present a case study of the historical Cowichan fishing weir, where I will compare and contrast its historic and contemporary structure and function, discuss its historic loss and the process of revitalization in 2008, its potential for informing salmon management efforts in the future, and whether or not there is space within current fisheries co-management arrangements to include the weir and other historical fish management techniques. For greater clarity and brevity, I will use the term “historical fish management technique” throughout this chapter to describe the weir in the context of TEK.

6.11 The Cowichan Fishing Weir

Much has been written about the general structure and function of the historical Coast Salish fishing weirs (e.g. Underhill 1945; Duff 1952; Barnett 1955; Stewart 1977); however, few sources exist pertaining specifically to the Cowichan weir. Resembling a lattice-work fence, the weir was a historical fishing tool that was placed in small streams and tributaries for the purpose of delaying salmon and trout swimming up river to spawn (Stewart 1977; Dyck 2000; Hartwig 2000). Though there existed several types of weirs that were utilized by the Central Coast Salish, the most common type “consisted of a lattice-work or slatted panel held onto the frame by pressure of the current” (Dyck 2000, 43). The foundation, consisting of a series of posts driven deeply into the stream or riverbed, remained in place throughout the years, thus validating claims to specific weir sites (Harris 2001). The traditional Katzie weir consisted of “a row of posts driven into the bottom of the stream, against which sections of woven cedar-limbs were tied” (Suttles 1955). The fence panels were constructed from hemlock or vine maple woven together with cedar bark, and were placed against the anchored posts on the upside of the stream.
The main posts usually remained in the river throughout the years, while the fence panels were removed in November during higher water levels and were “replaced in early spring when the water was low, in order to catch steelhead and the winter run of spring salmon” (Rozen 1985, 215). (See Figure 6.1: The Historical Cowichan Weir; Image H-06525 Courtesy of Royal BC Museum, BC Archives).

Extending across the river weirs acted as barriers, preventing salmon from migrating upstream, with the exception of several openings in the fence panels which led salmon into traps and pens (Suttles 1955; Stewart 1977). According to Suttles (1955) traps and pens were constructed in the same manner as the main fence panels, with sections woven tightly together to contain salmon and trout. According to a Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee (CTFC) member, the weir “could be selective, and once the fish pile up behind the weir, then the guy's just standing there and spearing off the weir. It takes a technique and not too many people could spear off the narrow pole standing there. And if not, you're going for a swim” (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010).

For the Cowichan and Nanaimo, Barnett (1955) adds that a board walk or plank was attached to the down-stream side of the weir, where fishermen could spear, gaff, or dip-net salmon. The Cowichan, according to Cowichan Tribes' Fisheries Manager Wayne Paige Sr., historically used alder and maple branches tied together with cedar bark to form fence panels. Historically, the weir was used by the Cowichan Mustimuhw as a selective salmon harvesting tool. A CTFC member discusses both the historic and contemporary function of the weir:

The weir is just basically used as a harvest method. Years back, historically a selective harvest method only. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010)
Figure 6.1: Historical Weir at Quamichan Village, circa 1866
06525

Source: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives Image H-
6.12 Importance of the Central Coast Salish Fishing Weir

Numerous sources (e.g. Duff 1952; Suttles 1955, 1987, 1990; Dyck 2000; Harris 2001) attest to the importance of the weir as a socio-political and socio-economic institution as access was shared with other communities and tribes throughout the Central Coast Salish territory. Dyck (2000, 44) writes that “as well as being important to the subsistence and economy of the Cowichan, weirs formed the basis for some important political and social relationships”. An example of this is exhibited in Suttles' *Coast Salish Essays* (1987), where access to marine resources was shared between the Cowichan and the Saanich, as “Cowichans fished in the summer on reef nets belonging to Saanich and some of the Saanich, who had no important stream in their territory, went to the Cowichan River for the fall runs of fish caught at weirs” (Suttles 1987, 21). In addition to the Saanich, the Chemainus held winter fishing sites on the Cowichan River (Harris 2001), and the Cowichan Mustimuhw united to cross the Strait of Georgia every summer to access their Sockeye fishing sites near the mouth of the Fraser River (Harris 2001).

6.13 Historical Locations and Types of Weirs on the Cowichan River

The Cowichan Mustimuhw once controlled an elaborate weir fishery on the Cowichan River, utilizing as many as fourteen or more weirs concurrently to harvest salmon and trout through the fall season (Rozen 1985). Marshall (1999, 55) suggests there were anywhere from fifteen to twenty-one weirs established on the river prior to European contact. Marshall (1999, 55-58) writes of three separate types of traditional weirs used by the Cowichan Mustimuhw: tidal weirs, river weirs and rock weirs.

1. Tidal weirs were placed at Cowichan Bay, catching fish by adapting to the natural tidal action of the ocean.
2. River weirs were placed near falls and rapids and were anchored into the banks of the Cowichan River.
3. Rock weirs were constructed near the top of the river and were used to block ascending
fish, diverting them to the banks of the river where they were speared from atop the weir. Marshall (1999, 55) notes that ascending the river from Quamichan village up to Skutz, as many as nine separate weir sites were established along the river banks, and there is evidence that multiple weir sites were found at the larger villages of Quamichan and Somenos (refer to Figure 6.2 for a map of the historic locations of villages and weir sites on the upper and lower Cowichan River).

The concept of the historical fishing weir as a sustainable harvesting technique is not new; rather, Western scientists have attested to its capacity to harvest and manage fish in a sustainable manner. Aboriginal fishing technologies including the weir most certainly had the potential to severely deplete fisheries resources, as the design of these technologies coupled with social and/or population pressures allowed for the potential to over-exploit the resource (Walter et al. 2000; Trosper 2000). For example, in British Columbia the total consumption of salmon by Aboriginal peoples pre-contact was comparable to or higher than contemporary commercial catches (Walter et al. 2000, 274). Given that, over the course of thousands of years, Aboriginal peoples utilized the weir and other historical fishing technologies to maintain such a high rate of exploitation without suffering long-term negative effects on the resource (Walter et al. 2000, 274), one could conclude that Aboriginal fisheries including the Cowichan fishery were far superior in sustainably managing salmon than contemporary salmon management regimes. A CTFC member confirms the concept of the weir as a sustainable fish management technique, and discusses the potential impacts of harvesting using the weir on the Cowichan River prior to European settlement:

Previously, Cowichan would operate a weir on the river system, at a time when fish were extremely plentiful. Even if we were harvesting at moderate levels, you could harvest forever and not have a huge impact on the stocks, given our size, our population and potential impact at the time. And that was one of our primary food resources. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010)

In summarizing the sustainability of the central Coast Salish weir Copes (1995) states that the system assured “bountiful harvests with escapement that was quite adequate to maintain the
stocks in a healthy state, as is evidenced by the prosperous condition of the [central Coast Salish] tribes at the time of European contact and the healthy state of the salmon stocks then observed” (Copes 1995, 12).

The methods by which the Cowichan Mustimuwh and other central Coast Salish tribes were able to maintain a prosperous, sustainable fishery over thousands of years include potlaching and reciprocity within and amongst tribes (Underhill 1945; Barnett 1955; Suttles 1955, 1987, 1990; Hill-Tout and Maud 1978), systems of exclusivity regarding access to weirs and fish sites (Duff 1952; Suttles 1955, 1987, 1990; Rozen 1985; Dyck 2000; Harris 2001), and systems of governance enforced by Chiefs that included careful monitoring of salmon stocks and the capacity to adapt harvesting patterns accordingly (Copes 1995; Trosper 2000; Walter et al. 2000; Johnsen 2009). According to Johnsen (2009) weir attendants were directly responsible for decisions concerning which salmon were harvested, and which were allowed to continue the migration up river to spawn. As mentioned previously, a CTFC member states that Cowichan Elders held special knowledge of the health of specific stocks and were responsible for adjusting harvests accordingly (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #6, 2010).

The structure and design of weirs played an important role in the sustainable management of salmon as they were constructed to allow a certain number of salmon pass through en route to their spawning grounds. A CTFC member links the traditional environmental ethics of the Cowichan Mustimuhw to the sustainability of the weir:

The weirs, our traditional weirs weren't designed to catch every fish that came up the river. They were designed to catch what a family needed, and you know, that was how I was brought up. You don't go down there spearing just for the fun of it, just to kill salmon. You killed or you speared fish to provide for your family, and the weirs were designed so that a certain number of spawners would get through. We practised conservation long before there was a DFO. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #4, 2010)

6.14 Ownership, Control, and Access to Resources

Access to weirs and resources was controlled by an elaborate system of property rights
which varied slightly amongst central Coast Salish tribes. Within the literature, the general consensus regarding ownership is that entire communities constructed, controlled, and operated weirs, but with no distinction in access (Suttles 1987). In the case of the Lummi, Suttles (1990, 149) writes that weir sites “seem to have been generally owned by 'families', with the family head credited with the technical and ritual knowledge required to build it”. Amongst the Chilliwack, weirs were constructed by men in adjacent villages but were accessed and used freely by all the Chilliwack (Duff 1952, 67). There are, however, a few minor discrepancies and variances between scholars regarding details of individual ownership of weirs and weir sites along the Cowichan River.

Rozen (1985) and Dyck (2000) state that select high-ranking families within the six villages managed the construction and monitoring of several individual weirs; however, because weir construction was very labour intensive and often involved a large number of village members, elite families allowed lower ranking individuals access to weirs, thus distributing wealth amongst the village (Suttles 1955, 1990; Stewart 1977; Dyck 2000; Harris 2001). Walter et al. (2000, 275) note, however, that on the Cowichan River “anyone could gaff at weirs built communally, but traps and platforms belonged to specific families”. In keeping with the sharing ethic of central Coast Salish communities owners of weir sites, platforms, and traps granted access to fellow community members on days when they were not using their weirs (Suttles 1955; Stewart 1977; Thom 2005). In addition to sharing access to weir sites, families owning weirs located on the lower river routinely opened traps and fence panels on select days so as to ensure salmon made their way up to families located further up river (Underhill 1945; Stewart 1977; Dyck 2000; Harris 2001).

Historically, it is known that only select individuals held the responsibility of monitoring each weir, usually a village headman or Chief, or select Elders (Rozen 1985; Harris 2001). A Cowichan Tribes biologist and CTFC member explains:

We had a very strict management system on the river in which the weir operated similarly to the actual counting fence that's also utilized by Fisheries and Oceans now. But it would be manned by Elders. There were select Elders that had a long-term knowledge and an understanding and history of salmon stocks, so they knew what stocks would be coming which even for Chinook, you know, the Chinook
stocks would be completely broken up in their timing, and so they knew which stocks were healthy and when, and had a limited controlled harvest, so that you could fine-tune any harvesting to perhaps take a little more from healthier stocks, and lean much less heavily on endangered stocks. This is what they're trying to do with Sockeye stocks on the Fraser River, but definitely on a much more effective level. And it was only select Elders that were allowed at the time to operate the weir. And they literally they manned it, in a sense they almost policed it, because they had that knowledge. They also had the necessary respect to ensure that over generations to come, those stocks would still be there. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #6, 2010)
Figure 6.2: Map of Historical Weir Sites on the Upper and Lower Cowichan River (Marshall 1999)
6.2 Historical Fisheries Interactions and Loss of the Cowichan Weir Fishery

Three poignant accounts exist of the historical fisheries-related interactions between the Cowichan Mustimuhw and the Canadian state leading up to the loss of the Cowichan weir. While it is not my intention here to recap all of the historical details of the Cowichan's fight to defend their weir fishery, I will touch on a few of the main points as described by Marshall (1999), Dyck (2000), and Harris (2001) respectively.

According to Daniel Marshall, the Cowichan Mustimuhw held pre-existing rights to continue their historical fishing methods post-European contact and settlement, as legally recognized by the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Fort Victoria Treaties; therefore, they were exempt from the “Salmon Fisheries Regulations for British Columbia” ratified on May 30th, 1878 (Marshall 1999, 139). As such, the Cowichan continued to practice historical fishing methods throughout the late 1870's and into the early 1880's, until the Federal government began to enforce the Fisheries Act against the Cowichan Mustimuhw, thus marking the first of many attempts to ban the historical weirs from the Cowichan River (Marshall 1999). According to Harris (2001, 127) historical fishing weirs had been “prohibited on British Columbian rivers under Canadian law since 1877, yet the Cowichan continued to build them for sixty years, often with support from the local settler population and the Department of Indian Affairs, and sometimes with permission from the Department of Fisheries”. Harris (2001, 128) note that although Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal interests “frequently clashed, the conflict did not always follow this cultural divide, and elements within both groups sought broader alliances to keep competing users off the river”. Throughout their sixty year battle against DFO the Cowichan Mustimuhw continued to construct and operate their weirs on the river.

The introduction of logging in the Cowichan Valley in the late 1870's threatened the existence of the weirs as logs were sent down the river from Lake Cowichan to the mill in Cowichan Bay (Dyck 2000; Harris 2001; Hartwig 2000). The destruction of the Cowichan weir fishery caused by logging sparked extensive debate “between Indian Affairs and [the Department of] Fisheries over the applicability of the Fisheries Act to Native Peoples in British Columbia” (Harris 2008, 138).
According to Glavin “weirs were perhaps the most widespread aboriginal fishing technology employed on Canada's west coast until they were banned by federal authorities under pressure from the coastal salmon-canning industry in the late 1800s” (Glavin 1996, 57). Upon realization of the great economic potential for exporting fish around the world, the government sought to curtail the Indian food fishery in favour of the canneries (Newell 1993; Marshall 1999). With the rapid growth of the west coast salmon-canning industry, canners wanted both the guarantee of Native labour as harvesters and plant workers during the fishing season, as well as a larger share of the fish. As such, canners sought assistance from the government in moving Natives into cannery camps and away from their traditional food fishing grounds (Newell 1993). According to Newell “government officials decided that obstructions, including fishing barricades that Indians built on northern streams, were the most important matters concerning the conservation of the B.C. fisheries” (Newell 1993, 90). Consequently, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) attempted on numerous occasions to banish the Cowichan's historical weirs under the premise that weirs were unsustainable and were an unnecessary method for fishing (Dyck 2000; Harris 2001; 2008). More recently, a CTFC member addresses DFO's historic claims of the weir being unsustainable:

The non-Natives saw it as a detriment to the fish, but when in reality, I think it was more safe to use because you only took out what you needed. And I don't think they understood what the weir was about. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #5, 2010)

Exercising its federal government authority, DFO challenged the legitimacy and sustainability of the Cowichan weir through repeated court cases where the Cowichan Mustimuhw defended their legal traditions, “insisting that human use of the river and the fish in it were allocated under and subject to Cowichan laws” (Harris 2001, 127). Though DFO consistently lost these court cases, fisheries officers continued to harass Cowichan Mustimuhw and in some cases destroyed weirs and confiscated their property (Dyck 2000; Harris 2001).

By the 1930's DFO began issuing permits making available new fishing technologies, namely gill nets, to the Cowichan Mustimuhw in exchange for abandoning the use of weirs. As
alleged by Harris, DFO provided gill nets to Comiaken, Khenipsen and Clemclemeluts (the three lower villages on the river) in an effort to create divisions within Cowichan society, as nets were a more effective fishing method than weirs for use in tidal waters (Harris 2001, 177). Quamichan and Somenos villages, however, were not prepared to relinquish their weirs in exchange for gill nets. DFO began to exploit this division amongst the Cowichan Mustimuhw to achieve their goal of removing all weirs from the river (Harris, 2001). A CTFC member recounts the exchange of gill nets and the subsequent relinquishment of weirs:

It's been years since they've taken the weir down. The Department stressed that we could gill net in the river system if we take the weirs down, that was years back. So we've taken that down to allow our members to fish by gill nets, but seeing as a fishery manager, seeing the catches in the river system and thinking of a management scheme of how to protect and how we can get salmon up in the spawning areas, we declined our own membership of using gill nets. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010)

Out of concern for the long-term health and sustainability of the Cowichan fishery the Cowichan Mustimuhw chose to restrict the use of gill nets among their own members citing such methods as being destructive and unsustainable. Under pressure from the burgeoning commercial and canning industries and enticed by a highly lucrative sport fishery, DFO took every opportunity to extinguish the Cowichan weir fishery from the river. Arguing that it was in fact the weir fishing that was destructive to the fishery, DFO ultimately seized control over the Cowichan River fishery, with the last Cowichan weir being removed from the river in 1936. The government's removal of historical fishing weirs throughout the province not only destroyed a vitally important riverine fisheries institution of the Coast Salish, it severed the elaborate socio-political alliances and socio-economic ties enabled by the weir throughout the Coast Salish territory. In the end, the Cowichan weirs were regulated out of existence by the federal government, as 'Cowichan law' was effectively usurped by colonial law (Harris 2001).

6.3 Reestablishing the Cowichan Weir

As a symbol of protest against the loss of their fishery Cowichan Tribes resurrected the
weir in 1973, but were soon after forced to abandoned their historical fishing weir (Harris 2001). This enduring conflict, as noted by Harris (2001, 128), “remains between the claims of the Cowichan Mustimuhw and the Canadian state over ownership and control, and over the legitimacy of different but increasingly intertwined legal traditions”.

The Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) was launched by DFO as a response to the landmark Sparrow decision in 1990, which represented a new legal recognition of Aboriginal fishing rights (see Walter et al. 2000). In brief, the decision found that Aboriginal rights to fish for food, social, and ceremonial purposes take priority after conservation, over other users of the resource (Newell 1993). Because the Cowichan Mustimuhw, as represented by Cowichan Tribes, are not under Treaty, all aspects of fishing for food, social, and ceremonial purposes are negotiated through an AFS agreement on a government-to-government level with DFO (see http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/aboriginal-autochtones/afs/afsoct03-eng.htm for DFO's perspective of the AFS).

In order to engage with the government under this new framework the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee (CTFC) was formed. Comprised of various representatives from the Cowichan membership, the CTFC advises Chief and Counsel on all fisheries-related matters concerning the Cowichan Mustimuhw. Members of the CTFC are either appointed by Chief and Council, or are elected through an application process inviting any member of Cowichan Tribes to apply. Informed by advice by the CTFC, Chief and Council then negotiate fisheries-related issues and concerns with DFO as pertaining to the current AFS agreement.

While most matters pertaining to the Cowichan fishery have, since 1992, been discussed and negotiated between DFO and the CTFC, one matter the CTFC did not seek approval on was the 2008 decision to revitalized the historical Cowichan fishing weir. When asked whether or not the CTFC and/or Chief and Council negotiated the right to re-institute the weir, Cowichan Tribes Fisheries manager Wayne Paige Sr. replied “no, they didn't have to get permission from DFO, Cowichan Tribes just decided to bring [the weir] back in 2008” (Wayne Paige, Pers. Comm. 2010). With guidance from Elders, Cowichan Tribes staff relied on historical photographs of Cowichan weirs to assist with the construction of the reestablishment of the weir (Wayne Paige, Pers. Comm. 2010). After nearly 70 years Cowichan Tribes' decision to re-institute their
historical weir represents not only the reclamation of an important cultural and economic institution, it also represents the reaffirmation of control over their historical fishery.

6.4 The Cowichan Weir Today

During the summer of 2008 Cowichan Tribes constructed and erected a historical fishing weir to display at the North American Indigenous Games (NAIG) being held in Duncan, B.C. A CTFC member recounts the Committee's decision to resurrect the weir for NAIG:

I think that when we had NAIG here we sat there as a committee and we decided we could use the weir for a tourist attraction, for a cultural point, but we had to be very careful because again we're talking about showing a culture off that might hurt something too, because the salmon ain't there. But the weir was a really a strong issue where we needed to say 'it does exist' and we need to keep that alive. And it comes back to our rights and what we want to do with it, how we want to utilize it in a good way, or a protest way, or whatever. And I think there's always been a good relationship with DFO in some points. They may not approve of a lot of that but I think they have to look at the cultural points, and the good understanding between how things are set up. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview# 3, 2010)

Owing to the more or less positive response received from community members, the public and even some DFO officials, the weir was placed back into the river during the fall of 2008. Used exclusively for conservation purposes, the weir was used in counting and identifying migrating Chinook, Coho, and Chum salmon, and steelhead stocks. The summer of 2009 marked the second year of utilizing the weir for conservation purposes during fall runs of Chinook, Coho, and Chum, and the weir was constructed and placed in the river for a third consecutive year in late September 2010, where it was once again used for conservation purposes only. The weir remained in the river until mid October before being washed away as a result of several days of pulse flooding from the Lake Cowichan Catalyst weir, as river water levels were deemed too low for Chinook and Coho to make their way up river to their spawning grounds. Since the
revitalization of the weir in 2008, Wayne Sr. and his colleagues have continued to use historic materials, namely alder and maple branches in constructing the weir (See Figures 6.3 & 6.4); however, the traditional cedar bark tie downs used to secure woven branches in the lattice-work fence panels have been replaced by store-bought twine (Wayne Paige, Pers. Comm. 2010).
Figure 6.3: Contemporary Cowichan Fish Weir September 2010
Historically, weirs were managed by select Elders and village Chiefs, whereas today, the construction and management of the contemporary weir is primarily overseen by the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee and Cowichan Tribes staff. A CTFC member compares and contrasts the historical and contemporary management processes:

There would have originally been a budget, but we don't have the physical resources to compensate people for working on the [weir] you know, with fish, so today we have to compensate people with pay. So people are actually physically paid to work on the [weir]. It's still manned by Cowichan staff and so they're under the guidance of the Fish Committee, which also takes direction from Cowichan and from the Elders Committee, but it's not the same as it would have originally been in that it would have been selected Elders. So there are still selected Elders that give guidance, but not necessarily selected Elders that are actually manning the [weir]. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #6, 2010)

After more than 70 years of its absence on the Cowichan River the revitalization of the weir in 2008 was enabled by the Cowichan Tribes' Fish Committee members and Chief and Council, who have continued to support and oversee the decision-making surrounding all aspects of the weir. How then, after more than 70 years of federal government-imposed exclusion from the river, did Cowichan Tribes manage to revitalize and re-institute the weir on an annual basis? A CTFC member recounts the means by which the weir was revitalized in 2008, along with the reasons for doing so:

A demonstration, a demonstration. The weir was put in as a demonstration for the NAIG games that came in August the other year. So that was good to see. The younger generation today including myself, we didn't know how to structure a weir, we just looked at the pictures and away we went. We hired a few of the membership and our guardians put the weir together, and they did a decent job for the first time putting the weir in. When the river came up a bit it fell; the river came up too high and pushed the weir out, so we learned why and what we need this
summer and this fall to stabilize the weir a lot better. It's a learning process and it was good to get the weir back, and I think it's going to be a tool that may be be used constantly every year. So if the numbers [of salmon] start coming up higher then we'll be able to use that as a harvest tool, as a selective fishery. But other than that, it was good to see the weir back in and hopefully it continues. It's entirely up to the Fish Committee if they want the weir up or not. It's their decision, and Council's. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010)

This CTFC member stresses the fact that Cowichan Tribes initiated the re-institution of the weir without consultation with DFO. The weir, in its contemporary form, is used solely for conservation purposes, thus representing a historical fish management technique working to promote a sustainable fishery.

Since 2008, the contemporary weir has been placed approximately 200 metres up river from the Silver Bridge, adjacent to the Quw'utsun' Cultural and Conference Centre. The revitalized weir has been utilized as a sustainable fisheries management institution, as it has been used to monitor salmon escapement during the autumn runs. A CTFC member discusses the potential of the contemporary weir to be used as a sustainable fish management institution for both monitoring escapement and for harvesting in future years:

I think it's very sustainable. It's a safe method where no species would be injured or damaged in that process, and if there are females caught in the pens they can be released to be to travel up river. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #2, 2010)

Since its revitalization in 2008 the contemporary Cowichan weir has been used to monitor and collect salmon escapement data, and is located slightly down-stream from the location of DFO's counting fence. Every autumn DFO operates a high-tech, aluminium counting fence and Didson sonar counter on the river so as to monitor salmon escapement and collect data. From September to November migrating salmon are filmed on video camera 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The video recordings are then reviewed by DFO staff to determine numbers of returning salmon according to species and age. In 2008 the Cowichan weir aided DFO by providing escapement
data for a week as DFO's counting fence was a week late going in the river, due to its relocation from its traditional site since the 1980's. A CHR member explains:

Fisheries has a really good data set from [the fence], it's part of the Canada/US key stream indicator [program], and they've got a real good handle on what's going on. But they missed that week of data, and Cowichan Tribes had the traditional fence in and were able to supply them with the fish counts from the week that they missed which they wouldn't have had. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010)

In addition to supplementing DFO's escapement numbers with data collected using the weir, a CTFC member also discusses the prospects for the weir in 2010:

DFO has got a counting fence in the river system that doesn't get installed until September. And we want our weir by end of July, and we're getting salmon in early. DFO is missing that early salmon count, and the numbers that's gone forward at the end of the season is very low, but they've missed a lot of fish. So we're hoping to use our weir as a counting fence, but also harvest and hopefully come up with some good escapement numbers for what the Department has missed. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010)

Another CTFC member speaks of similar projections for the weir in 2010:

Now we're using [the weir] as a tool to collect data and salmon escapement, but also we can use it as a harvest method. So we may use it for two-thousand-ten both for collecting data and a harvest method. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Interview #7, 2010)

The Cowichan weir was not in the river until September for the 2010 season; however, plans are currently in place to have the weir constructed and in the river by the beginning of July 2011 so as to monitor and collect escapement data for early runs of Chinook salmon. The CTFC plans to continue its salmon escapement data collection program and are considering using the weir to harvest a Chum fishery in future years.
Coupled with reciprocity and the general sharing ethic of the community the Cowichan weir provided a sustainable method for harvesting salmon that ensured adequate salmon returns for thousands of years. In its contemporary form, the Cowichan weir still represents a sustainable salmon management institution, albeit in a different form, as its revitalized form is used primarily in aiding conservation of salmon.

6.5 Negotiating Space Within Cowichan River Fisheries Co-Management Arrangements

Berkes (2001, 236) writes that “perhaps the most useful way to think about indigenous conservation is that it is complementary to Western conservation, not a replacement for it”. The contemporary Cowichan weir is currently being used primarily to aid salmon conservation objectives on the Cowichan River, an objective shared with DFO’s conservation goals. That being said, an important question remains: Is there room for historical salmon management techniques including the Cowichan weir within current Cowichan River fisheries co-management arrangements? In an effort to find an answer, this question was posed to members of both the CTFC and the CHR. The results of this question along with supporting responses are presented below in table format (see Table 6.1).
Table 6.1: Space for the Weir within Current Fisheries Co-Management Arrangements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cowichan Harvest Roundtable/Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee Member</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTFC Member # 4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“The trouble is that there aren't enough of our Elders left around to really make sure that we're building the weirs the way they used to be.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTFC Member # 5</td>
<td>Possibly</td>
<td>“I think Cowichan Tribes may be interested in it because it's a tool that our ancestors had used, but I don't know about DFO sanctioning it or not, because from my experience of what little I know about them is that they always say no.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTFC Member # 6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“There is room, it's not fully acknowledged yet, but I think there's definitely room for a number of different avenues for that to happen, for Elders that are still currently active and on the river system and have a knowledge of what the stocks are like now, for them to have input. And I think it's something that we have to further develop on our own, but also find a way to have that voice heard by the Harvest Roundtable, by Fisheries and Oceans, by sports fishermen, by the community at large. There's room there, but it still needs development for it to have an effective voice.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member # 4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“Oh yeah, I think there's lots of room. I think those types of projects or other types of assessment are quite beneficial. We have a fairly large structure, the counting fence down there, and before the counting fence went in, the weir was there and that gave us some very valuable information in order to assess the beginning of the salmon run. Without the weir we would not have that information.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| CHR Member # 7                                                | Yes    | “One year Cowichan Tribes did provide me some information because we were changing systems over that Fall. We didn't quite get the counting fence in the river in time, and Cowichan Tribes ran their weir which overlapped with mine, and they were able to provide me with data on the number of Chinook that were
coming by during that period of time. That's great, and really I see a role for the weir, I think it would be great if they could do that in the future.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHR Member #8</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>“I just applaud the fact that it's in and it's obviously a very significant thing for Cowichan people, and it's great to see, and it's a lot of work. So I think they take justifiable pride in having the weir in, and I hope that they continue to do that.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHR Member #10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“I think there is room, and the Harvest Roundtable certainly supported [the weir].”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the responses listed above, the majority of participants (6 out of 7) feel there is space for the weir and other forms of historical fish management techniques within current co-management arrangements for the Cowichan River salmon fishery. There are, however, several concerns as noted by three CTFC members regarding the loss of Elders' knowledge, legitimacy from DFO, and the lack of understanding of the weir and its functions by the community at large. In an effort to alleviate some of the concerns regarding the legitimacy of the weir, Larry George, manager of Cowichan Tribes' Department of Lands and Governance, has emphasized the need for education for the community at large with regards to the contemporary function and sustainability of the weir as well as its contributions to Cowichan River salmon conservation (Larry George, Pers. Comm. 2010).

Despite concerns of DFO the weir has been and continues to be supported by the members of the CHR as a contemporary institution for conservation since its revitalization in 2008. CHR members also recognize the cultural significance of the weir’s revitalization process, as one CHR member explains:

I've heard Larry George and Chief Hwitsum speak about it quite eloquently about the significance and the importance of it, how that fishing kind of methodology was banned by Europeans, and all the baggage that was kind of caught up in that decision, and I think the pride the community had in re-establishing their right and ability to put a fence in and to fish it, and all that stuff in my mind is super positive. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010)

6.6 Conclusion

This case study presents the cultural significance of the reestablishment of the Cowichan fish weir and demonstrates how historical fish management techniques can contribute to conservation practices, and in some cases, supplement data in the field of salmon conservation. The revitalization of the historical fish weir represents both a culturally and politically significant milestone in the Cowichan's fight to regain some control over salmon management on the
Cowichan River. The North American Indigenous Games (NAIG) hosted in Duncan, BC in August 2008 provided Cowichan Tribes with an opportunity to showcase the weir as a historical selective harvesting technology, as well as an appropriate platform to re-introduce the weir as a contemporary salmon management institution. The self-determination of the Cowichan Mustimuwh with regards to re-asserting authority over their historical fishery continues to be supported by the CHR, comprised of representatives from the commercial sector, sport/recreation sector, DFO, and Cowichan Tribes, thus securing legitimacy within a cross-scale link to another Cowichan River salmon management institution. Although the more than 70 year exclusion of the Cowichan weir has led to the loss of some historical weir knowledge, Cowichan Tribes' fisheries staff look to Elders for knowledge and old photographs of weirs to aid in the construction process. For the past three years the contemporary weir has been used strictly for monitoring salmon escapement and collecting data; however, members of the CTFC intend to use the weir for harvesting healthier salmon stocks in future years, thus exercising their rights and authority over their Cowichan River fishery. The revitalization of the weir reaffirms the legitimacy of Cowichan's authority over their historical weir fishery, and demonstrates how TEK and historical fish management techniques can contribute to conservation practices without being co-opted into federal fisheries policy.
CHAPTER 7

Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

Though differing in institutional structure and function, the Cowichan historical fish weir and the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable (CHR) represent two management approaches that depart from state administered regimes. These institutions have experienced varying degrees of success, as well as challenges in recent years. In addition to discussing the respective successes and challenges of each institution in managing Cowichan salmon stocks sustainably, this concluding chapter will address potential areas of future research related to fisheries TEK and localized, collaborative management institutions.

7.2 Successes and Challenges of the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable

Since its formal establishment as a collaborative co-management institution in 2006, the CHR has proven successful in influencing the management of salmon harvests in the Cowichan River and terminal area. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the CHR has been its members' ability to manage and reduce conflict among stakeholder groups and minimize the fighting and 'finger-pointing' that previously characterized the Cowichan fishery. All members come to the table as co-workers with conservation of Cowichan salmon stocks as a common goal. As one member points out, the existence of the CHR “is better than not having the table, because people are communicating and people understand everyone's perspective which was never the case before” (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010). Perhaps at the most basic level, this sentiment suggests the CHR is a success.

As mentioned in Chapter 5 the CHR implemented several changes to fishing regulations in the Cowichan River and terminal area, so as to lessen the impact on declining Cowichan Chinook. Echoing the CHR's concerns over declining Chinook, Cowichan Tribes voluntarily reduced their members' number of weekly fishing days from seven to four, thus alleviating
pressure on Chinook. In addition to changing fishing regulations the CHR passed a consensus-based decision to create a terminal area and in-river Pink salmon fishery for sports fishing purposes. In turn, the Pink salmon fishery project achieved success as a sports fishery, and as a by-product, it provided for another food, social, and ceremonial (FSC) fishery for the Cowichan Mustimuhw. The publication and distribution of several newsletters to the community provided a means of educating the general public on issues ranging from the state of salmon in the Cowichan River, current remediation projects, tagging and enumeration programs, and demonstrated a united partnership between all stakeholders, government, and Cowichan Tribes in working towards the goal of conservation. During its short institutional life the CHR has achieved a number of successes, with the most pertinent being its demonstration of a cohesive multi-stakeholder institution collectively working towards a common goal.

In addition to its achievements the CHR has also experienced several challenges. Based on interviews with CHR members and personal communications with several DFO managers and higher-ranking employees, a clear contradiction regarding perceptions of authority and power-sharing exists between many of the interviewees and DFO. As mentioned in Chapter 5, members of the CHR felt they initially had decision-making authority and power over harvest management based upon DFO's acceptance implementation of the CHR decisions. One CHR member explains:

> The mandate, as I interpret it, would be to provide a local committee as comprised of interested parties and to provide them an opportunity to manage local salmon stocks in the Cowichan River. Now that was our intent at the beginning, that we would have that kind of authority. This was supported by the region, by Pacific Region of Fisheries and Oceans, and certainly there were things that we did that changed things. (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #7, 2010)

Upon DFO's rejection of the CHR's 2009 decision to pursue an economic opportunity for Cowichan Tribes to harvest Chum salmon commercially, members of the CHR became discouraged and began to question the level of decision-making authority held by the Roundtable. As of today, the majority of the CHR members do not As a direct result of the failed Chum commercial fishery members of the CHR were forced to re-evaluate their initial
understanding of their decision-making power. The perceptions of power and authority held by members of the CHR contradict those held by DFO, in that DFO maintains that it was never their intention to devolve decision-making authority and power to the CHR. A DFO manager explains their position relating to decision-making authority and adaptive collaborative management:

The Roundtable represents an evolving and adaptive process where the Department, First Nations, and stakeholders are moving towards a more collaborative and integrated resource management process. All the parties support the process, but it is in process. Therefore, I don't think the Table can be described as initially one thing, and now another. Instead it is a process whereby all the participants are working towards collaboration. The Roundtable Terms of Reference discuss consensus; however the concept of devolution of authority has never been defined, nor was it the intention that it would be. Therefore, to attach that outcome to the Roundtable process is not correct. (Anonymous, Pers. Comm. 2011)

At this time, many of the members do not see the CHR engaged in a co-management process, although they continue to work toward achieving true co-management over the Cowichan River salmon harvests.

The lack of clarity and differing opinions related to perceived decision-making authority held by the CHR have proved to be a stumbling block since 2009. As such, several members question the legitimacy of the CHR as well as its ability to overcome setbacks. To date, the members of the CHR still meet and discuss concerns related to salmon harvesting, thus proving the institution's commitment to the fishery.

A lack of institutional history for the CHR presents another challenge, as does the large number of alternate members. The past five years have seen many new members to the CHR and access to archived newsletters, reports, minutes, etc. would be of great value to orient new members on past projects. Access to this information could also help to clarify misconceptions, such as the apparent lack of clarity and differing opinions of DFO and CHR members regarding decision-making authority.

Another challenge faced by the CHR is a lack of funding to carry out management projects. As mentioned in Chapter 5 the CHR does not receive any consistent allotment of funds from the state; any funding from outside grants, governments and non-governmental
organizations is sourced by members of the CHR. Members participate on a volunteer basis and meetings are hosted by Cowichan Tribes' Department of Land and Governance. An initial start-up grant was used to provide lunches for meetings, draft an official Terms of Reference for the Roundtable, and produce a series of newsletters for the community at large. Securing a reliable source of funding whether from DFO, Cowichan Tribes, Sport and Commercial sectors, non-governmental organizations (NGO's), grants, or elsewhere, the CHR would be better equipped to fund in-river management programs, and could resume publishing newsletters and support community education programs.

7.3 Success and Challenges of the Cowichan Fish Weir

After more than 70 years of state-enforced exclusion the Cowichan weir was resurrected as a cultural showcase for the 2008 North American Indigenous Games (NAIG) held in Duncan, BC. NAIG served as a political platform utilized by the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee (CTFC) to resurrect the historical weir and to leverage power and opportunities in the Cowichan River salmon fishery. More importantly, the revitalization of the historical weir allowed Cowichan Tribes the opportunity to reassert authority over their historical fishery, specifically over historical harvest and fish management techniques. To date, Cowichan Tribes staff (under the guidance of the CTFC) have revitalized the weir for monitoring salmon escapement without interference by DFO, and it has not been co-opted into DFO fisheries policy. A member of the CTFC discusses the concern of co-opting the weir into DFO policy:

I wouldn't really say it's co-opted by DFO, I would say we've co-opted DFO in the institution of the [weir]. That would be my way of saying it, and I say that because DFO doesn't really have any control over the [weir]. (Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee interview #6, 2010)

The Cowichan weir case study shares some of the concerns raised by Nadasdy (2003) over TEK integration into state resource management policies, in that TEK is often compromised as a result of integration. The re-institution of the weir by the CTFC in 2008 signified Cowichan Tribes' reassertion of authority over their historical weir fishery, which was completely independent of
DFO and their AFS agreement. However, the revitalized weir is not currently used for harvesting purposes as it was historically; rather, it is now used strictly as a method of monitoring salmon escapement. This aspect lends to Nadasdy's statement that when TEK is integrated into Western resource management it becomes distilled and compartmentalized, and is often expressed in forms that are compatible with existing government institutions and resource management policy (Nadasdy 2003, 123). Despite the fact that DFO has not co-opted the weir into their fisheries policies, they still have some control over the fishery as Cowichan has not yet used the weir as a salmon harvest method. However, the CTFC continues to direct all decisions over the weir independent of DFO and their AFS, and future plans are in place for the weir to serve as both a salmon management and escapement monitoring tool as well as a selective harvesting method.

Today the Cowichan weir functions independently of DFO as construction and operating costs are funded by Cowichan Tribes. By sourcing their own funding for the weir Cowichan Tribes has effectively eliminated any fiscal involvement by DFO, thus securing further autonomy and authority over their institution.

As explained in Chapter 6 the revitalized weir is constructed and utilized by Cowichan Tribes' Department of Land and Governance for the purpose of monitoring returning salmon and collecting escapement data each fall season. All escapement data collected by the Cowichan weir is combined with escapement data collected by the DFO counting fence and is used as a baseline measure for returning Cowichan salmon stocks, specifically for Coho and Chinook. Table 7.1 shows the fall 2008 Chinook escapement data for both the Cowichan weir and DFO counting fence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7.1: 2008 Cowichan River Chinook Salmon Escapement Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cowichan Weir Data</strong> (September 3rd to 24th, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Chinook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Chinook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total: (Adult &amp; Juvenile Chinook)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined Total Number of Adult Chinook:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined Total Number of Juvenile Chinook:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The contribution of data collected by the Cowichan weir is consistent with Stevenson's (2006) two-row wampum method of TEK and Western science working together to achieve a shared outcome without interfering with one another, as both the weir and counting fence work to monitor Cowichan salmon escapement, albeit in differing ways. As discussed in Chapter 6 the revitalized weir has gained legitimacy through securing cross-scale linkages to the CHR, representing another locally-based salmon management institution.

Challenges of the weir as a sustainable salmon management institution are limited as to date it has achieved success in a number of areas. However, greater public support will be necessary in order to strengthen its place within the overall watershed management arena. Unfortunately, education for the general public has been limited to the Cowichan Newsleader, the local weekly paper circulated throughout the Cowichan Valley. Further public education regarding the function of the weir and its role as a sustainable salmon management institution and a selective harvesting method is essential to gain public support and legitimacy. While the past three years have seen Cowichan Tribes achieve positive results with the revitalization of their historical weir, the future outlook remains unclear. Cowichan Tribes will to continue constructing and utilizing their historical weir and plans are in place to extend the period of salmon escapement data collection to include early runs beginning in July 2011.

7.4 Opportunities for Cross-Scale Fisheries Management

Due to the complexity of fisheries management, Berkes (2000; 2003) emphasizes the need for cross-scale linkages between collaborative fisheries management institutions so as to ensure legitimacy and support for locally-based institutions. Given this requirement there seems to be a unique opportunity for the CHR to engage with the CTFC to create cross-scale linkages with varying levels of decision-making authority. As mentioned in Chapter 5 the CHR is the last of three locally-based, multi-stakeholder Cowichan River salmon management institutions established as part of the overall Cowichan River watershed plan; as such, the CHR is already
linked to the other two local management institutions, namely the Cowichan Water Use Committee and the Cowichan Stewardship Roundtable. Due to the complexities of local and global marine management challenges, the CHR would benefit from linkages to other Pacific regional management institutions. The creation of such horizontal linkages would help to alleviate some of the challenges related to trans-boundary management, as connections to other local and regional institutions will create dialogue, thus paving the way for problem solving. Vertical linkages between the CHR and DFO will serve to assist policy makers in making informed management decisions regarding local observations of salmon habitat, mortality, environmental threats, etc. The trans-boundary nature of marine salmon habitat requires cross-scale linkages between regions and nations; therefore, linkages between the CHR and institutions governing U.S. Pacific salmon policies are necessary to ensure compliance to fishing restrictions and regulations on endangered salmon species. Members of the CHR repeatedly expressed the concern that without such cross-scale linkages between local, federal, and international institutions, the CHR will continue to face obstacles in managing Cowichan salmon stocks.

### 7.5 Directions For Future Research

Both the revitalized Cowichan fish weir and the CHR have demonstrated a great deal of success in just a few short years. The revitalized weir, under the guidance of the CTFC, is autonomous from DFO and Western resource management policy, as the Cowichan Mustimuhw have effectively reasserted authority over their historical fish management techniques. The CHR has also demonstrated notable success. A member of the CHR discusses the importance of the institution:

> If you look at the Fisheries Roundtable, and the Stewardship Roundtable, and the water board, those are three really good examples of grass roots organizations, certainly bottom up models of trying to tackle really, really difficult issues. People love to fight about water, or they love to fight about fish, they love to fight about money right, so there's three things that those tables deal with. That's not easy.
> (Cowichan Harvest Roundtable Interview #8, 2010)
Both the CHR and the revitalized Cowichan weir can be seen as models of sustainable salmon management institutions for other watersheds and First Nations, yet how they perform in coming years remains to be seen. Is there 'space' for the weir and TEK within other Pacific region multi-stakeholder salmon management institutions? In what capacity will the CHR be operating in five to ten years from now? What will DFO's collaborative and integrated fisheries management process look like in the future, and where will the CHR sit within that process? Finally, how does the CHR fit in with other multi-stakeholder salmon management institutions in the Pacific region? Where these institutions will be in the future remains to be seen, as both are in the early stages of their institutional lives. It is hopeful that the CHR will continue to be viewed as an example of an alternative, holistic fisheries management process, and that the revitalized Cowichan weir will inspire other Pacific region First Nations to re-assert authority over their historical fisheries and fish management technologies.
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opportunity to inquire for more information about the research, and acknowledge that I may withdraw my participation in this research study at any time. I am providing my consent to partake in this study and a copy of this consent form has been provided to me for my own records.

Signature of Participant: ____________________________ Date: _______________

Signature of Interviewer: ____________________________ Date: _______________

Other Points:

The researcher/interviewer would like to use an electronic recording device during the interview, and with your consent would like to create an audiotape of the session. Please be aware that you may shut off the audiotape at any time by indicating to the interviewer you would like the tape to be off or to erase any portion of the interview you do not feel comfortable with.

Do you agree to the use of an electronic recording device during the interview?

___ Yes
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Please mark below how you would like your information to be identified within the research study?

___ The researchers may use my first name in their study from the interview information.

___ The researchers may NOT use my first name in their study from the interview information.
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APPENDIX E: Semi-Structured Interview Questions

What are the roles/responsibilities of the Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee/Cowichan Harvest Roundtable?

How are members appointed to the committee?

What is your idea of co-management?

Is it taking place with respect to the Cowichan fishery?

If not, are there some elements of co-management that are taking place?

Are they effective in the sustainable management of the fishery?

In your opinion, what are the biggest threats to sustainable salmon management today?

Are there adequate financial resources available to carry out fisheries monitoring and management tasks?

How much decision-making authority does the Cowichan Harvest Roundtable/Cowichan Tribes Fish Committee have over management of the salmon fishery?

Is the current co-management arrangement between Cowichan Tribes and DFO effective in preserving the salmon fishery in a sustainable manner?

Do you see calling a moratorium on Cowichan Chinook as being a potential solution to assist in the recovery of the stocks?

What traditional management practices are still in place and how are they working to increase effectiveness?

Which practices are no longer used and is there room to use them again in a co-management relationship?

Is there 'space' within current fisheries co-management arrangements for the inclusion of the historical Cowichan fish weir and/or other forms of historical fish management techniques and technology?
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I hereby authorize the use of this transcript to be used by Chelsea Dale to be used within the analysis of the research project, in the form I specified on my consent form. I have retained a copy of this transcript for my own records, and have received an envelope, pre-stamped, that will enable me to return a signed copy of this release form to Chelsea Dale.

If I have any further questions or concerns about any area of the study, I am aware that I can contact Larry George, Department of Land and Governance manager at Cowichan Tribes through the number (250)-748-3196, Dr. David Natcher at the University of Saskatchewan through the number (306) 966-4045; or the Research Ethics Office at the University of Saskatchewan (can call collect) at (306) 966-2084.
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